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CONVEX DUALITY IN CONSTRAINED PORTFOLIO 
OPTIMIZATION 1 
BY JAKSA CVITANIC AND lOANNIS KARATZAS 2 
Columbia University 
We study the stochastic control problem of maximizing expected utility 
from terminal wealth andjor consumption, when the portfolio is con-
strained to take values in a given closed, convex subset of .9f!d. The setting 
is that of a continuous-time, Ito process model for the underlying asset 
prices. General existence results are established for optimal portfolio/con-
sumption strategies, by suitably embedding the constrained problem in an 
appropriate family of unconstrained ones, and finding a member of this 
family for which the corresponding optimal policy obeys the constraints. 
Equivalent conditions for optimality are obtained, and explicit solutions 
leading to feedback formulae are derived for special utility functions and 
for deterministic coefficients. Results on incomplete markets, on short-sell-
ing constraints and on different interest rates for borrowing and lending 
are covered as special cases. The mathematical tools are those of continu-
ous-time martingales, convex analysis and duality theory. 
1. Introduction and summary. This paper develops a theory for the 
classical consumption/investment problem of mathematical economics, when 
the portfolio is constrained to take values in a given closed, convex, nonempty 
subset K of .9f!d. We adopt a continuous-time, Ito process model for the 
financial market with one bond and d stocks [which goes back to Merton 
(1969) in the case of constant coefficients], and study in its framework the 
stochastic control problem of maximizing expected utility from terminal wealth 
andjor consumption, under the above-mentioned constraint. 
The unconstrained version of this problem is, by now, well known and 
understood; compare with Karatzas, Lehoczky and Shreve (1987)-hereafter 
abbreviated KLS (1987)-as well as Karatzas (1989) and Cox, Huang (1989) 
and Pliska (1986). In very general terms, our approach for the constrained 
problem consists in "embedding" it into a suitable family of unconstrained 
problems, with the same objective but different random environments; one 
then tries to single out a member of this family, for which the optimal portfolio 
actually obeys the constraint (i.e., takes values in K), and thereby solves the 
original problem as well. 
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Such an approach was used by Karatzas, Lehoczky, Shreve and Xu (KLSX) 
(1991) in the context of the so-called incomplete markets-a special case, as it 
turns out, of the theory developed here. In KLSX (1991), the above-mentioned 
embedding arises naturally in the form of "fictitious completion" of the 
incomplete financial market. It was far from obvious to us, at the outset of this 
work, that such an embedding should exist, and should prove fruitful, in this 
general context as well. 
One distinctive aspect of this approach is that it relates the original, or 
"primal", stochastic control problem to a certain "dual" one, in the sense that 
a solution to the primal problem induces a solution for the dual (and vice 
versa). This duality goes back to Bismut (1973), and was introduced in 
problems of this sort by Xu (1990), who treated in his doctoral dissertation the 
special case K = [0, oo)d. It was also exploited by KLSX (1991) and He and 
Pearson (1991) in the context of incomplete markets. It is of great importance 
here as well because, as it turns out, it is far easier to prove existence of 
optimal policies in the dual, rather than in the primal, problem. 
The paper is organized as follows: the ingredients of the model are laid out 
in Sections 2-5, and Section 6 poses the unconstrained and constrained 
(primal) stochastic control problems. In Section 7 we review the solution to the 
former, and introduce the family of auxiliary unconstrained problems in 
Section 8. We tackle in Section 9 the controllability question of describing a 
class of random variables which can be obtained as terminal wealth levels by 
means of portfolios that take values in the set K. Section 10 lays out four 
equivalent conditions that a member of this family of auxiliary unconstrained 
problems has to satisfy, in order for its solution to coincide with that of the 
original constrained problem. The equivalence of these conditions is estab-
lished in Theorem 10.1, which may be regarded as the focal point of the paper. 
In terms of these conditions one can solve straightaway, and very explicitly, for 
the optimal portfolio and consumption rules in the important special case of 
logarithmic utility functions (Section 11). 
One of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 10.1leads naturally to a dual 
stochastic control problem; this is formulated, and is related to the primal 
problem, in Section 12, whereas Section 13 settles the existence question of 
optimal processes for both the dual and the primal problem. This analysis 
culminates in Theorem 13.1, which is the second most important result in the 
paper. Examples and special cases are discussed in Sections 14 and 15. We 
present in Section 16 some extensions of the theory. A technical and lengthy 
argument in the proof of Theorem 10.1 is carried out in Appendix A. Finally, 
Appendix B applies the convex duality methodology developed in this paper to 
the important consumption/investment problem with a higher interest rate 
for borrowing. 
The mathematical tools employed throughout are those of continuous-time 
l'hartingales, duality theory, and convex analysis. In particular, the support 
'function 8(x) £ sup7TEK( -i*x) of the convex set -K, and its effective do-
main K (the barrier cone of - K), play a crucial role in the selection of the 
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appropriate family of auxiliary unconstrained problems, in the formulation of 
duality and in the nature of the solution to the original, constrained problem. 
2. The model. We consider a financial market ~which consists of one 
bond and several (d) stocks. The prices P0(t), {Pi(t)}1 ,i ,;d of these assets 
evolve according to the equations 
(2.1) dP0(t) = P0(t)r(t) dt, P0(0) = 1, 
(2.2) dP;(t) = Pi(t)[ b;(t) dt + J~l O"ij(t) d'"j(t) ], 
Pi(O) = 1, i = 1, ... ,d. 
Here W = (W11 .•. , Wd)* is a standard Brownian motion in Bf!d, defined on a 
complete probability space (D, .'7, P), and we shall denote by{~} the P-aug-
mentation of the filtration ~w = O"(W(s); 0 ~ s ~ t) generated by W. The 
coefficients of ~' that is, the processes r(t) (scalar interest rate), b(t) = 
(b 1(t), ... , bit))* (vector of appreciation rates) and O"(t) = {O"Jt)}15 i,J,;d 
(volatility matrix), are assumed to be progressively measurable with respect to 
{ ~} and to satisfy 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
r(t) ~ -17, 
g*O"(t)O"*(t)g ~ sllgll 2 , 
VO~t~T, 
\;/ (t, 0 E [0, T] X gf!d 
almost surely, for given real constants s > 0 and 17 ~ 0, as well as 
(2.5) E jTr(s) ds < oo. 
0 
All processes encountered throughout the paper will be defined on the fixed, 
finite horizon [0, T]. 
We shall assume throughout that the "relative risk" process 
(2.6) 8(t) £ 0"- 1(t)[b(t)- r(t)l], 
where 1 = (1, ... , 1)*, satisfies the finite-energy condition 
(2.7) 
The exponential local martingale 
(2.8) Z 0 (t) £ exp[- fote*( s) dW( s) - ~ (118( s) 11 2 ds), 
the discount process 
(2.9) 
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and their product 
(2.10) H 0 ( t) £ y 0 ( t)Z0 ( t) 
will be employed quite frequently. 
2.1 REMARK. It is a straightforward consequence of the strong nondegen-
eracy condition (2.4), that the matrices u(t), u*(t) are invertible, and that the 
norms of (u(t))-1, (u*(t))- 1 are bounded above and below by 5 and 1/5, 
respectively, for some 5 E (1, oo); compare with Karatzas and Shreve (1988), 
page 372. 
3. Portfolio and consumption processes. Consider an economic agent 
whose actions cannot affect market prices, and who can decide, at any time 
t E [0, T], (i) what proportion 7T';(t) of his wealth X(t) to invest in the ith 
stock (1 ::::; i ::::; d), and (ii) at what rate c(t);::: 0 to withdraw money for 
consumption. Of course these decisions can only be based on the current 
information !Fe, without anticipation of the future. With 7r(t) = 
('TT'it), ... , 'TT'it))* chosen, the amount X(t)[1- Ef~ 17T';(t)] is invested in the 
bond. Thus, in accordance with the model set forth in (2.1) and (2.2), the 
wealth process X(t) satisfies the linear stochastic equation 
(3.1) 
dX( t) = i~l 'TT';( t)X( t) ( b;( t) dt + j~l U;j( t) d"J( t)) 
+ { 1- i~1 7r;(t) }x(t)r(t) dt- c(t) dt 
= [r(t)X(t) - c(t)] dt + X(t)7r*(t)u(t) dW0(t), 
where we have set 
(3.2) W0(t) £ W(t) + fo(s) ds. 
0 
We formalize the preceding considerations as follows. 
X(O) =X> 0, 
3.1 DEFINITION. (i) An ~a-valued, {!Fe}-progressively measurable process 
7T' = {7r(t),O ::::; t ::::; T} with J[ll7r(t)ll 2 dt < oo, a.s., will be called a portfolio 
process. 
(ii) A nonnegative, {!Fe} .. progressively measurable process c = {c(t), 
' 0 ::::;, t ::::; T} with J[c(t) dt < oo, a.'s., will be called a consumption process. 
·(iii) Given a pair (7T', c) as previously, the §Olution X= xx,71',C of the equa-
tion (3.1) will be called the wealth process corresponding to the portfolio/con-
sumption pair ( 7T', c) and initial capital x E (0, oo). 
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3.2 DEFINITION. A portfolio/consumption process pair ('IT, c) is called ad-
missible for the initial capital x E (0, oo), if 
(3.3) xx,7T,C(t) ~ 0, v 0 ~ t ~ T, 
holds almost surely. The set of admissible pairs ('IT, c) will be denoted by 
Jlf0(x). 
In the notation of (2.8)-(2.10), the equation (3.1) leads to 
(3.4) y0(t)X(t) + {y0(s)c(s) ds = x + {y0 (s)X(s)1r*(s)u(s) dW0(s), 
0 0 
as well as 
(3.5) 
H 0(t)X(t) + {H0 (s)c(s)ds 
0 
= x + {H0(s)X(s)[u*(s)1r(s)- 8(s)]* dW(s) 
0 
(from Ito's rule, applied to the product of y 0 X and Z0 ). In particular, the 
process on the left-hand side of (3.5) is seen to be a continuous local martin-
gale; if ( 1T, c) E Jlf0(x ), this local martingale is also nonnegative, thus a super-
martingale. Consequently, 
(3.6) E[H0(T)Xx,7T,c(T) + foTH0(t)c(t)dt] ~x, V(1r,C) EJlf0(x). 
4. Convex sets and their support functions. We shall fix throughout 
a nonempty, closed, convex set Kin !JRd, and denote by 
(4.1) S(x) = S(xiK) £ sup ( -1r*x): !JRd ~ !JRU { +oo} 
the support function of the convex set - K. This is a closed, positively 
homogeneous, proper convex function on !JRd [Rockafellar (1970), page 114], 
finite on its effective domain 
( 4.2) K £ {x E !JRd; S(xiK) < oo} 
which is a convex cone (called the barrier cone of - K). It will be assumed 
throughout this paper that 
( 4.3) the functionS( ·IK) is continuous on K 
and bounded below on !JRd: 
( 4.4) V x E !JRd for some S0 E !JR. 
·4.1 REMARK. Clearly, (4.4) holds (with S0 = 0) if K contains the origin. On 
the other hand, Theorem 10.2 in Rockafellar [(1970), page 84] guarantees that 
(4.3) is satisfied, in particular, if K is locally simplicial. 
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4.2 REMARK. Condition ( 4.4) is a technical one, needed in the duality and 
existence proofs of Sections 12 and 13. In certain cases, such existence results 
can be established directly, even in situations when (4.4) does not hold (cf. 
Remark 14.10). This condition is not used in proving the equivalence of the 
various statements in Theorem 10.1. 
We shall have occasion to use the subadditivity property 
( 4.5) 5(x + y) ~ 5(x) + 5(y), 
of the support function 5( ·)in (4.1). 
5. Utility functions. A function U: (0, oo) ~ !JP will be called a utility 
function if it is strictly increasing, strictly concave, of class C 1 and satisfies 
(5.1) U'(O+) ~lim U'(x) = oo, 
xJ.O 
U'(oo) ~ lim U'(x) = 0. 
x ..... oo 
We shall denote by I the (continuous, strictly decreasing) inverse of the 
function U'; this function maps (0, oo) onto itself, and satisfies I(O +) = oo, 
l(oo) = 0. We also introduce the Legendre-Fenchel transform 
(5.2) U(y) ~ max[U(x) -xy] = U(I(y)) -yl(y), 
x>O 
0 < y < oo, 
of - U(-x ); this function 0 is strictly decreasing and strictly convex, and 
satisfies 
(5.3) U'(y) = -I(y), 0 < y < oo, 
(5.4) U(x) = min[U(y) +xy] = U(U'(x)) +xU'(x), 
y>O 
The useful inequalities 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
U(I(y)) ;;::: U(x) + y[l(y) - x], 
U(U'(x)) + x[U'(x)- y] ~ U(y), 
0 <X< oo. 
valid for all x > 0, y > 0, are direct consequences of (5.2) and (5.4). It is also 
easy to check that 
(5.7) U(oo) = U(O+), U(O+) = U(oo) 
hold; compare with KLSX (1991), Lemma 4.2. 
5.1 REMARK. We shall have occasion, in the sequel, to impose the following 
conditions on our utility functions: 
·•(5.8) c >-+ cU'(c) is nondecreasingon (O,oo), 
for some a E (0, 1), y E (1, oo) we have 
aU'(x) :<:: U'(yx), Vx E (O,oo). (5.9) 
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5.2 REMARK. Condition (5.8) is equivalent to 
(5.8') y >-+ y I ( y) is nonincreasing on ( 0, oo) 
and implies that 
( 5.8") x >-+ U( ex) is convex on !JR. 
[If U is of class C2, then condition (5.8) amounts to the statement that 
-cU"(c)jU'(c), the so-called Arrow-Pratt measure of relative risk-aversion, 
does not exceed 1.] 
Similarly, condition (5.9) is equivalent to having 
(5.9') I(ay) ~ yl(y), V y E (O,oo) for some a E (0, 1), y > 1. 
Iterating (5.9'), we obtain the apparently stronger statement 
(5.9") Va E (0, 1), 3 y E (1,oo) such that I(ay) ~ yl(y), V y E (O,oo). 
6. The constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. We 
shall consider throughout a continuous function U1: [0, T] X (0, oo) ~ !JR such 
that, for any given t E [0, T], the function U1(t, ·)has all the properties of a 
utility function as in Section 5. We shall denote by U{(t, · ) the derivative of 
U1(t, · ), by l 1(t, · ) the inverse of U{(t, · ) and by U1(t, · ) the function of (5.2). 
We shall also consider throughout a utility function U2 , as in Section 5. 
Corresponding to any given pair ('IT, c) in the class Jlf0(x) of Definition 3.2, 
we have the total expected utility 
(6.1) J(x; 'lT, c) £ E iT Ul(t, c(t)) dt + EU2( xx,7r,C(T))' 
0 
provided that the two expectations are well defined. 
6.1 DEFINITION. The unconstrained optimization problem is to maximize 
the expression of(6.1) over the class Jlf~(x) of pairs ('IT, c) E Jlf0(x) that satisfy 
(6.2) E iT U1( t, c(t)) dt + EUi:( xx,1r,c(T)) < oo. 
0 
[Here and in the sequel, x- denotes the negative part of the real number x: 
x-= max( -x, 0).] The value function of this problem will be denoted by 
(6.3) V0(x) £ sup J(x;'lT,c), x E (O,oo). 
(1T,c)EN~(x) 
6.2 AsSUMPTION. V0(x) < oo, V x E (0, oo). 
6.3 DEFINITION. The constrained optimization problem is to maximize the 
expression of(6.1) over the class 
(6.4) Jlf'(x) £ {('lT,c) EJlf6(x);'lT(t,w) EKfort'®P-a.e.(t,w)}, 
where K is the closed, convex set of Section 4 and t' denotes Lebesgue 
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measure. The value function of this problem will be denoted by 
(6.5) V(x) £ sup J(x;1r,c), x e: (O,oo). 
('IT, c)EN'(x) 
Quite obviously, 
(6.6) V(x) ~ V0(x) < oo, VxE(O,oo), 
from Assumption 6.2. It is also fairly straightforward that both functions V0( ·) 
and V( ·)are increasing and concave on (0, oo). 
6.4 REMARK. It can be checked that the Assumption 6.2 is satisfied, if the 
processes r( ·) and 8( ·) of (2.6) are bounded [uniformly in (t, w)] and if the 
functions U1, U2 are nonnegative and satisfy the growth condition 
(6.7) 0 ~ U1(t, x), U2(x) ~ K(1 + xa), V (t, x) E [0, T] X (O,oo), 
for some constants K E (0, oo) and a E (0, 1): compare with Xu (1990) or KLSX 
(1991) for details. 
7. Solution of the unconstrained problem. The unconstrained prob-
lem of Definition 6.1 is by now well known and understood; compare with 
Karatzas, Lehoczky and Shreve (1987), Karatzas and Shreve (1988), Section 
5.8.C and Cox and Huang (1989). For easy later reference and usage, we repeat 
here the nature of the solution. 
7.1 AssUMPTION. Suppose that the expectation 
(7.1) 8l'0 (y) £ E[foT H0(t)l1(t,yH0(t)) dt + H0(T)I2(yH0(T))] 
is finite, for every y E (0, oo). 
Under this assumption, the function 8l'0 : (0, oo) ~ (0, oo) is continuous and 
strictly decreasing, with ff(O +) = oo and 8l'(oo) = 0; we let Wo denote its 
inverse and introduce the random variables 
(7.2) go£ l 2(W0(x)H0 (T)), 
(7.3) c0 (t) £ l 1(t, Wo(x)H0(t)), 0 ~ t ~ T. 
7.2 LEMMA. The quantities of (7.2) and (7.3) satisfy 
(7.4) E[foT H 0(t)c0(t) dt + H0(T)g0 ] = x, 
(7.5) EjTU1(t,c0(t))dt+EUi(g0 ) <oo 
0 
and' 
(7.6) J(x;1r,c) ~ E[foTU1(t,c0(t))dt + U2{g0 )], V(7r,c) E .Qf~(x). 
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PROOF. From (5.5) we have Uit, c0(t)) ;;:: U1(t, 1) + Wo(x)H0(t)[c 0(t) - 1] 
and U2(~0) ;;:: U2(1) + Wo(x)H0(T)[~0 - 1], whence 
E jT U!(t, c0(t)) dt + EU2(~0 ) ::::I U2(1) I + jTI U1(t, 1) I dt 
0 0 
+ Wo(x)[EH0(T) + foTEH0(t)dt] 
<oo 
because EH0(t):::; e71 T [from the supermartingale property of Z 0 and the 
condition (2.3)]. This establishes (7.5), whereas (7.4) is obvious from the 
definitions (7.1)-(7.3). 
Now consider an arbitrary pair (1T, c) E .W0(x): Using (5.5) again, we obtain 
U1(t,c 0 (t));;:: U1(t,c(t)) + W0(x)H0 (t)[c0(t)- c(t)], 
U2(~o);;:: U2(XX,1T,C(T)) + Wo(x)Ho(T)[~o- xx,7T,C(T)], 
almost surely, and therefore 
E[foTU1(t,c 0(t))dt + U2(~0 )] 
;;:: J(x; 1T, c) + Wo(x){ x- E[foT H0(t)c(t) dt + H0(T)Xx,1T,c(T)]} 
;;::J(x;?T,c), 
thanks to (7.4) and (3.6). D 
7.3 PROPOSITION. Let c( ·) be a consumption process and B a positive, 
!Frmeasurable random variable with 
x = E[foT H0 (t)c(t) dt + H0 (T)B] < oo. 
There exists a portfolio process 1T, such that ( 1T, c) E .W0(x) and xx,1T, c(T) = B 
a.s. 
PROOF. We introduce the continuous, positive process X via 
(7.7) X(t) ~ Ho~t) EUTH0 (s)c(s) ds + H0(T)BI.91; ], 0:::; t:::; T. 
This process satisfies X(O) = x, X(T) = B a.s. On the other hand, the martin-
gale 
(7.8) 
M0 (t) ~ E[fo~80(s)c(s) ds + H0(T)BI.91;] 
= H 0(t)X(t) + fH0(s)c(s) ds 
0 
can be represented as a stochastic integral: M0(t) = x + JJI/J*(s) dW(s) for a 
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suitable {.9;}-progressively measurable, 9£1d-valued process 1/J that satisfies 
J[III/J(s)ll 2 ds < oo a.s. Comparing (7.8) with (3.5), we conclude that X is the 
wealth process corresponding to the pair ('IT, c), where the portfolio 1T is given 
by 
(7.9) D 
Putting these two results together, we obtain the solution of the uncon-
strained problem (6.3). 
7.4 THEOREM. With g0 , c0 given as in (7.2) and (7.3), there exists a 
portfolio process 1To such that (1To, c0) E Jlf~(x), xx,-rro,co(T) =go a.s. and 
V0(x) = J(x; 1r0 , c0 ). 
8. Auxiliary unconstrained optimization problems. Our purpose in 
this section is to introduce a family of auxiliary, unconstrained optimization 
problems [cf. (8.3), (8.4) and (8.12)] and to embed in this family the constrained 
problem of Definition 6.3 (Proposition 8.3). 
Let Jl' denote the space of {.9;}-progressively measurable processes v = {v(t), 
0 :o:;; t :o:;; T} with values in 9£1d and 
[v]2 ~ E jrliv(t)li 2 dt < oo. 
0 
Jl' is a Hilbert space when endowed with the inner product 
(v 1 , v2 ) ~ E jTvi(t)v2(t) dt. 
0 
We introduce also the class of processes 
(8.1) 
where 8( ·)is the support function in (4.1), and observe that v E 9 implies 
(8.2) v(t,w) EK for/®P-a.e.(t,w) E [O,T] xn. 
Here K is the barrier cone of (4.2). 
Corresponding to any given v E .9, we introduce a new financial market .A;, 
with one bond and d stocks: 
(8.3) 
(~.4) 
dP&v>(t) = P&v>(t)[r(t) + 8(v(t))] dt, 
dP?>(t) = P?>(t)[(bi(t) _+ vi(t) + 8(v(t))) dt 
+ i~' "u( t) dW,( t) l' 1:o;;;i:o;;;d, 
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by analogy with (2.1) and (2.2). In this new market ./lv, the analogues of (2.6), 
(2.8)-(2.10) and (3.2) become 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
8v(t) ,§ (T- 1(t)[b(t) + v(t) + 8(v(t))l- (r(t) + 8(v(t)))l] 
= 8(t) + (T- 1(t)v(t), 
'Yv(t) ,§ exp[ -~at{r(s) + 8(v(s))} ds ], 
Zv( t) ,§ exp[ -~ate:( s) dW( s) - i fotiiBv( s) 11 2 ds], 
Hv(t) ,§ 'Yv(t)Zv(t), 
(8.9) Wv(t) ,§ W(t) + {ev(s) ds, 
0 
and the analogues of (2.3), (2.5) and (2. 7) are satisfied. 
The wealth process x:·rr,c, corresponding to a given portfolio/consumption 
process pair ( 1r, c) in ./lv, satisfies 
dX:·rr·c(t) = [(r(t) + 8(v(t)))X:·rr·c(t)- c(t)] dt + x:·c·rr(t)1r*(t)(T(t) dWJt) 
= [r(t)X:·rr,c(t)- c(t)] dt (8.10) 
+ x:•7r•C(t)[8(v(t)) + 1r*(t)v(t)] dt 
or equivalently 
(8.11) 
=X+ {Hv(s)X:·rr,c(s)((T*(s)7r(s)- 8v(s))* dW(s) 
0 
by analogy with (3.1) and (3.5). We denote by .W:,(x) the class of pairs (7r, c) for 
which 
(8.12) x:·rr·c(t) 2 0, VO :$; t :$; T, 
holds almost surely, and define 
a;(x) ,§ { ( 1r, c) E .W:,(x); E loT U;-(t, c(t)) dt + EU;:(X:·rr,c(T)) < oo} 
(by analogy with Definitions 3.2 and 6.1). The unconstrained optimization 
problem in ./1, consists of maximizing J(x; 1r, c) over ( 1r, c) E u;(x); its value 
function will be denoted by · 
(8.13) V,(x),§ sup J(x;1r,c), xE(O,oo). 
' (rr, c)E~(x) 
8.1 REMARK. For an arbitrary (7T, c) E d''(x), denote by X= xx,rr,c the 
wealth process corresponding to ( 1r, c) and initial capital x in the original 
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market ./?; cf. (3.1). A comparison of (3.1) with (8.10) shows 
'v'O~t~T, 
a.s. [recall (3.3); the fact that 8(v(t)) + 7T*(t)v(t) ;::: 0 because 7T(t) E K, 
t'® P-a.e.; and the explicit formulae for the solution of linear stochastic 
differential equations of Karatzas and Shreve (1988), page 361]. Therefore, 
(7T, c) E Jl:f.:'(x) and 
We deduce 
(8.14) J:Jf' (X) C .Gf,;' (X) , V(x) ~ V,(x), 'If V E !ft. 
8.2 DEFINITION. By analogy with (7.1), we introduce the function 
(8.15) ~(y) £ E[foT Hv( t)ll(t, yHv( t)) dt + Hv(T)l2(YHv(t))], 
0 < y < oo, 
and consider the subclass of .P given by 
(8.16) !ft' £ {v E .!ft; ~(y) < oo, 'v' y E (O,oo)}. 
For every v E .fg', the function ~( ·) of (8.15) is continuous and strictly 
decreasing, with ~(0 +) = oo and ~(oo) = 0; we denote its inverse by ~( · ). 
According to Section 7, the optimal consumption, level of terminal wealth, 
and corresponding optimal wealth process, for the problem of (8.13), are given 
as 
(8.17) 
(8.18) 
and 
(8.19) 
cv(t) = c~(t) £ ll(t, ~(x)Hv(t)), 
gv = g: £ l2(~(x)Hv(T)) 
respectively, for any v in the class .fg' of (8.16). The process Xv of (8.19) 
satisfies then the equation (8.10), with c = cv and an appropriate portfolio 
process 7T = 7Tv: 
dXv(t) = [r(t)Xv(t)- cv(t)] dt 
(8.20) + Xv(t)[8(v(t)) + 7T:(t)v(t)] dt 
' 
The pair ( 7Tv, c) belongs to Jl:f.:(x), and is optimal for the problem of (8.13). 
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8.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that, for some A E fg' and with the notation 
established above, the following hold for £® P-a.e. (t, w): 
(8.21) 
(8.22) 
TTA(t, w) E K, 
S{A{t,w)) + TT:(t,w)A(t,w) = 0. 
Then the pair ( TTA, cA) belongs to Jlf'(x) of (6.4), is optimal for the constrained 
optimization problem of (6.5) in the original market ~. and satisfies 
(8.23) 'fl V E f/J. 
PROOF. Thanks to (8.21) and (8.22), the equation (8.20) with v = A be-
comes 
(8.24) 
dXA(t) = [r(t)XA(t)- cA(t)] dt + XA(t)1r:(t)u(t) dW0(t), 
XA(O) = x, XA(T) = gA. 
Comparing (8.24) with (3.1), we see that XA is also the wealth process 
corresponding to ( 1T A> c A) in the original market ~; furthermore, from this and 
(8.21) we conclude that (TTA, cA) E Jlf'(x) and 
But we have the opposite inequality from (8.14), whence the optimality of 
(TTA, cA) for the problem of(6.5). 
On the other hand, let us fix an arbitrary v E f/J, and let x: = x:·-rr,,c, be 
the wealth process corresponding to the pair ( 1r A> c J in the market .A;,. The 
equation (8.10) becomes 
x;(O)=x. 
A comparison with (8.24) leads, just as in Remark 8.1, to 
v t E [0, T], 
almost surely. Thus (cA> TTA) E Jlf;(x) and VA(x) ~ V/x); but this is (8.23). D 
8.4 REMARK. Suppose that 
(8 25) {both U2( ·) and U1(t, · )_satisfy condition (5.9) with the same} 
' · • constants a and y, for all t E [0, T] · 
It is then easy to see, using (5.9"), that 8l,(y) < oo for some y E (O,oo) implies 
v E f!J'. 
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8.5 REMARK. In the market ./lv of (8.3) and (8.4), the discounted stock 
price and wealth processes rvP/v) and 'Yvx:·7T,c satisfy the equations 
d 
d ( 'Y v ( t) P/ v) ( t) ) = - 'Y v ( t) pi< v) ( t) E O'ij ( t) dWV j ( t) ' i = 1 ' 00 0 ' d ' 
j~l 
d(rv(t)X:·7T,c(t)) = -rv(t)c(t) dt + (rv(t)X:·7T,c(t))1T*(t)O'(t) dWv(t), 
respectively. In particular, none of these two processes depends on the support 
function 8( ·) of (4.1). 
9. Contingent claims attainable by constrained portfolios. Con-
sider a portfolio/consumption process pair ('7T, c) in the class Jlt'(x) of Defini-
tion 3.2, with 
(9.1) 1r(t,w) EK, for/®P-a.e.(t,w), 
and recall the wealth process xx,7T,c( ·)corresponding to ('7T, c) in ./1 [(3.1)]. On 
the other hand, for an arbitrary v E 9, the process H/ ·)of (8.8) satisfies the 
equation 
(9.2) dHv(t) = -Hv(t)[(r(t) + 8(v(t))) dt + o:(t) dW(t)], Hv(O) = 1. 
An application of the product rule to Hv xx, 7T, c leads then to the analogue of 
(3.5); namely, that 
(9.3) 
Hv(t)XX,7T,C(t) 
+ {Hv(s)c(s) ds + {Hv(s)Xx,7T,c(s)[8(v(s)) + 1r*(s)v(s)] ds 
0 0 
=X+ tHv(s)Xx,7T,c(s)[O'*(s)1T(s)- 8v(s)J* dW(s), 0::::; t::::; T, 
0 
is a continuous, nonnegative local martingale, hence a supermartingale. In 
particular, 
(9.4) 'f/ V E 9. 
Based on these preliminary considerations, our next result provides an exten-
sion of Proposition 7.3 for the "hedging" of contingent claims by "con-
strained" portfolios of the form (9.1). 
9.1 THEOREM. Let c be a consumption process, B a positive :Fr-measurable 
random variable, and suppose there exists a process ,.\ E 9 such that 
, E[ Hv(T)B + IaT Hv($)c(s) ds] 
' (9.5) 
'f/ V E 9. 
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Then there exists a portfolio process 1r, such that the pair ( 1r, c) belongs to the 
class .w''(x) of (6.4) and xx,rr,c(T) = B a.s. 
PROOF. By analogy with Proposition 7.3, there exists a portfolio process 1r 
such that the wealth process X= Xf·rr,c, corresponding to (7r, c) in .4'A, is 
given by 
HA(t)X(t) + [HA(s)c(s)ds 
0 
(9.6) =MA(t) £E[HiT)B+ foTHA(s)c(s)dslg;;] 
and satisfies 
= x + [HA(s)X(s)[u*(s)1r(s)- 8A(s)]* dW(s) 
0 
dX(t) = [r(t)X(t) - c(t)] dt 
(9.7) + X(t)[{8(A(t)) + 1r*(t)A(t)} dt + 1r*(t)u(t) dW0 (t)], 
X(O) = x, X(T) =B. 
To conclude, we have to show that 1r satisfies both (9.1) and 
(9.8) 8(A(t,w)) + 1r*(t,w)A(t,w) = 0, /® P-a.e. (t, w). 
STEP 1. Take an arbitrary but fixed v E ~. consider a suitable sequence 
{Tn}~~l of stopping times that increase a.s. to T [cf. (9.13) for the precise 
definition] and, for every fixed e E (0, 1), n E 1\J, introduce a new process 
A = A(v) E ~ by 
e,n e,n 
(9.9) 
Consider also the notation 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
x(v) £E[Hv(T)B + foTHv(s)c(s)ds], 
L(t) = Vv>(t) £ tg<v>(A(s)) ds, 
0 
v<v> ~ ( -8(A{s)), 
where 8 (A{ s) ). - 8( v( s) _ A{ s)), 
if v = 0, 
otherwise, 
N(t) =N<v>(t) £ [(u- 1(s)(v(s)- A{s))*)dWA(s) 
0 
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and define the stopping times { T n}n EN as follows: 
Tn £ T 1\ inf{t E [0, T]; IVvl(t) I;?: n, or IN<vl(t) I;?: n, or 
f~lu- 1(s)(v(s)- A(s)) 11 2 ds;?: n, or 
0 
(9.13) 
n EN. 
Below, we shall take v =A + p (for arbitrary fixed p E ~)and v = 0. For both 
these choices, the preceding sequence satisfies limn--->oo j Tn = T almost surely. 
STEP 2. As we shall see below, for both choices v = A + p (p E ~) and 
v = 0, and every n E N, we have 
. x(A)-x(A<;>n) 
hmsup ' 
e.I.O e 
(9.14) 
:::;, E[H (T)B(Vv> + N<v>) + fr H (t)c(t)(Vv> + N<v) ) dt] A Tn Tn ]0 A tATn tATn 
(9.15) = E [nHA(t)X(t)[ 1r*(t)(v(t) - A(t)) dt + dVvl(t)]. 
0 
By assumption, the left-hand side of (9.14) is nonnegative, and thus so is the 
expression of (9.15). 
STEP 3. In particular, with v =A + p (p E ~),this observationJeads to 
(9.16) E [nX(t)HA(t)[1r*(t)p(t) + i>(p(t))] dt;?: 0, 
0 
and thence to 
V n EN, 
(9.17) c/J(t;p) £ 1T*(t)p(t) + l>(p(t));?: 0, ~® P-a.e. 
[Indeed, suppose that for some p E ~ the inequality (9.17) fails on a set 
A c [0, T] X 0 of positive product measure. Notice that c/J(t; TIP) = Tlc/J(t; p)for 
every Tl > 0; replacing p by TIP on the set A and choosing Tl > 0 large enough, 
we can then violate (9.16) with. p replaced by p = p1Ac + TIP1A-] 
In particular, (9.17) implies that, for every r E K, 
-1T*(t,w)r:5.l>(riK), V(t,w) EAr, 
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where Arc [0, T] X fl is a set of full product measure. But then so is A£ 
n .Ar, and from the assumption (4.3): 
reK 
(9.18) - 7T*(t,w)r::::;; 8(riK), V(t,w) EA,rEK. 
Now fix (t, w) E A; from (9.18), the fact that K is closed, and Theorem 13.1 in 
Rockafellar [(1970), page 112], we obtain (9.1). 
On the other hand, for v = 0, the nonnegativity of (9.15) leads to 
E [nH"(t)X(t)[ 7T*(t)A(t) + 8(A(t))] dt::::;; 0, 
0 
V n EN. 
In light of (9.16) (which is valid, in particular, with p = A), this implies (9.8). 
STEP 4. Proof of (9.14). For either v = A + p or v = 0, we have 
8( A( s) + e( v( s) - A( s))) - 8( A( s)) ::::;; e8'<v)( A( s)). 
[Indeed, (4.5) and the positive homogeneity properties of 8( · ), give 8(A(s) + 
e(v(s) - A(s))) - 8(A(s)) ::::;; e8(v(s) - A(s)) for v = A + p, whereas with v = 0, 
8((1 - e)A(s))- 8(A(s)) = -e8(A(s)).] In either case, 
HA (t) [ jt/\T 
•,n = exp - n{8(A(s) + e(v(s)- A(s)))- 8(A(s))}ds 
HA(t) 0 
-eNtA-rn- e22ttATnllu-l(s)(v(s)- A(s))ll2 ds] 
(9.19) 
;, exp[ -e(L'"• + N,".)- ~ J;""llu-'(s)(v(s) - A(s)) II' ds] 
~e-3en, 
from the construction of the stopping times "n in (9.13). On the other hand, 
we have 
(9.20) 
Kn £ sup 
O<e<l e 
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with expectation EQn = Knx(A) < oo. Therefore, by Fatou's lemma 
. x{A) - x(Ae,n) lim sup ----'----.:.....__ 
8 
::::;; E ( lim sup Q~) 
e~O 
1 { HA (T)} 
= E [ H>..( T) B lim sup - 1 - H •. (n T) 
e ~0 8 A 
STEP 5. Proof of (9.15). By analogy with (3.4), we have 
R(t) £ 'YA(t)X(t) + j\A(s)c(s) ds 
(9.21) 0 
= x + fy;,(s)X(s)7T*(s)u{s) dWA(s). 
0 
According to the Girsanov and Novikov theorems [cf. Karatzas and Shreve 
(1988), Section 3.5], the process {WA(t 1\ T n), 0 ::::;; t ::::;; T} is Brownian motion 
under the probability measure Pn(A) == E[Z;,(rn)lA]. 
Let us apply the product rule to X(t)y;,(t)(Lt + Nt) to obtain, in conjunction 
with (9.21), (9.11) and (9.12), 
d[X(t)yA(t)(Lt + Nt)) 
=d[(R(t)- J:'YA(s)c(s)ds)(Lt+Nt)] 
= X(t)yA(t)(dLt + dNt) + (dR(t) - 'YA(t)c(t) dt)(Lt + Nt) + d(R, N)t 
= X(t)yA(t)(dLt + dNt) - 'YA(t)c(t)(Lt + Nt) dt + (Lt + Nt) dR(t) 
+ X(t)yA(t)7T*(t)(v(t)- A{t)) dt. 
In particular, 
(9.22) 
·t 
'YA(rn)X(rn){LTn + NTJ + fn'YA(t)c(t)(Lt + Nt) dt 
= {n'YA(t)X(t)[u- 1(t)(v(t)- A{t)) 
0 
. +(Lt + Nt)u*{t)7r(t)]* dW;,(t) 
+ [n'YA(t)X(t)[7r*(t)(v(t)- A{t)) dt + dLt]• 
0 
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Now let us take expectations with respect to the probability measure dPn = 
Z"(rn) dP; from the definition of the stopping time Tn in (9.13), the expectation 
of the stochastic integral in (9.22) is equal to zero and thus 
(9.23) 
E[ H"(rn)X(rn){L 7 n + N7 J + fnH"(t)c(t)(Lt + Nt) dt] 
= E {nH"(t)X(t)[ 1r*(t)(v(t) - ,\(t)) dt + dLt]. 
0 
The right-hand side is the expression that appears in (9.15); thus, it remains to 
show that the left-hand side is equal to the expression that appears in (9.14). 
Indeed, (9.6) gives 
H"(rn)X(rn) =E[H"(T)B + ~~H"(t)c(t)dtl~n] a.s., 
and so the left-hand side of (9.23) is equal to 
E[ ( L 7 n + N7 J{ H"(T)B + ~~ H"(t)c(t) dt} + fnH"(t)c(t)(Lt + Nt) dt] 
=E[H"(T)B(L7 n +N7 J + foTH"(t)c(t)(LtATn +Nti\TJdt]. D 
10. Equivalent optimality conditions. For a fixed initial capital x > 0, 
let (it, c) be a given portfolio/consumption process pair in the class Jaf'(x) of 
(6.4), denote the corresponding wealth process in ~ by X(·), and consider the 
statement that this pair is optimal for the constrained optimization problem of 
Definition 6.3: 
(A) Optimality of (it, c). We have 
E [ foT U1( t, c( t)) dt + U2 ( xx, c, 'IT ( T))] 
(10.1) 
for every ('7T, c) E Jlf'(x), as well as 
(10,.2) 
We shall characterize (A) in terms of the following conditions (B)-(E), which 
concern a given process ,\ in the class ~' of (8.16). 
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(B) Financibility of (eM{;)· There exists a portfolio process itA such that 
(itA> cA) E Jdf'(x) and 
(10.3) 
itA(t, w) E K, 8(A(t, w)) + it:(t, w)A(t, w) = 0, 
hold for ~® P-a.e. (t, w). 
(C) Minimality of A. For every v E ~.we have 
(10.4) E[foT U1(t, cA(t)) dt + U2({A)] == VA(x) ~ Y,_(x). 
(D) Dual optimality of A. For every v E ~.we have 
(10.5) 
E[foTU1(t, ~(x)HA(t))dt + U2(~(x)HA(T))] 
~ E[foTUl(t, f#;.(x)Hv(t))dt + U2(~(x)Hv(T))]. 
(E) Parsimony of A. For every v E ~.we have 
(10.6) E[foT Hv(t)cA(t) dt + Hv(T){A] ~X. 
It should be observed that the expectations in (10.5) are well defined. 
Indeed, (5.2) gives 
(10.7) U1(t, c(t)) ~ U1(t,yHv(t)) + yHv(t)c(t), 
U2(XX,7T,C(T)) ~ U2(YHv(T)) + yHv(T)XX,7T,C(T) 
a.s. for every x > 0, y > 0, (7T, c) E Jdf.,'(x). In conjunction with (9.4), this leads 
to 
E[foT Ui(t,yHv(t)) dt + zj2-(YHv(T))] 
~ E[foT Ui(t, c( t)) dt + Ui( xx,7T,c(T))] + xy < oo 
for every y E (0, oo) and v E ~. 
10.1 THEOREM. Conditions (B)-(E) are equivalent, and imply (A) with 
(it, c)= (itA> c). Conversely, condition (A) implies the existence of A E ~'that 
satisfies (B)-(E) with itA =it, provided that (5.8), (8.25) and (12.2) hold for 
U'l(t, · ) and U2( · ). · 
This can be regarded as the focal result of the paper. Its condition (D) leads 
naturally to the introduction of a dual stochastic control problem in (12.1) of 
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Section 12, whereas convex duality theory can then be used to relate the value 
function and optimal process of this problem to those of the primal one (of 
Definition 6.3); cf. Propositions 12.1, 12.2 and Theorem 12.4. Under suitable 
conditions, one can also establish the existence of an optimal process for this 
dual problem and, based on the above-mentioned primal-dual relationships 
and on the implication (D) =>(A) of Theorem 10.1, prove the existence of an 
optimal pair (11-, c) for the primal problem; cf. Theorem 13.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10.1. The implication (B) =>(E) is a consequence of 
(9.4). The implications (B) =>(A) and (B)=> (C) follow from Proposition 8.3, 
together with the observation · 
E[XA(T)U~(XA(T)) + IarcA(t)U{(t,cA(t))dt] =x~(x) < oo. 
The implication (E)=> (B) is a consequence of Theorem 9.1 with c = cA and 
B = gA. 
For the implication (E) => (D), write (5.6) with x ~cit), y ~ ~(x)HJt) 
[respectively, x ~ gA> y ~ ~(x)HJT)] to obtain 
U1(t, ~(x)HJt)) ~ U1(~(x)HA(t)) + ~(x)[HA(t)cA(t)- Hv(t)cA(t)], 
U2(~(x)HJT)) ~ U2(~(x)HA(T)) 
+ ~(x)[HA(T)cA(T)- Hv(T)cA(T)], 
respectively. Now integrate and add, to get 
E[IarU1(t, ~(x)Hv(t))dt + U2(~(x)Hv(T))] 
~ E[IaT Ul(t, ~(X )HA( t)) dt + 02( ~(X )HA(T))] 
+ ~(x) {X- E[IaT Hv(t)cA(t) dt + Hv(T)gA]}. 
This last expression, in braces, is nonnegative by (10.6), and (10.5) follows. 
(D)=> (B): Repeat the proof of Theorem 9.1 up to (9.14), with c(t) replaced 
by cit)= l 1(t, ~(x)Hit)), B replaced by gA = Ii~(x)HA(T)) and (9.5) by 
(10.5). It all then boils down to showing the analogue 
li~~s~p ~ [ E(IaTU1(t,yHA,}t)) dt + U2(yHA,)T))) 
, (10.-8) -E(IaTU1(t,yHA(t))dt + U2(yHA(T)))] 
::;yE[IaTcA(t)HA(t)(Lti\Tn + Nti\TJ dt + gAHA(T)(LTn + NTJ] 
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of (9.14), where we have set y = ~(x). The rest of the proof follows without 
modification. 
Now for any given y E (0, oo), the family of random variables 
Y,<n> ~ ~[(foTzJl(t,yHA.)t))dt + U2(YHA.)T))) 
(10.9) 
-(foTOl(t,yHA(t))dt + U2(yHA(T)))]. 
of the left-hand side of (10.8), is bounded from above by 
6 E (0, 1), 
y<n> ~ yKn[foT HA(t)l1(t, ye- 3nHA(t)) dt + HA(T)I2(ye- 3nHA(T))], 
a random variable with expectation yKn~(ye- 3n) < oo [here again, Kn = 
sup0 <e< 1(e3en- 1)/e, and we have used (5.3), the fact that / 2(·), lit,·) are 
decreasing, and (9.19)]. Therefore, from Fatou's lemma, 
(10.10) lim sup E(Y,<n>) :::;; E{ lim sup Y,<n>). 
e~O e~O 
On the other hand, the random variables of (10.9) admit also the a.s. upper 
bound 
Y,(n) ::5: y[ faT HA( t)l1( t, ye-aen HA( t) )A~n)( t) dt 
(10.11) 
+ HA( T)l2(ye-aenHA(T) )A~n)( T)] =: v;,<n>, 
where 
A~n)(t) ~ ~[1- exp{ -e(Lt/\-rn + Nt/\-rJ 
- ~ fotMnllu- 1(s)(v(s) -A(s))il 2 ds}]· 
Quite clearly, N:>(t) ~ e! 0 Lt" -rn + Nt 1\Tn a.s. and 
v;,<n) ~e!O Y[IaT HA(t)Jl(t,yHA(t))(Lt/\Tn "!- Nt/\-rJ dt 
(10.12) 
+HA(T)I2(yHA(T))(L-rn + N-rJ], a.s. 
Finally from (10.10)-(10.12), lim supd 0 E(Y,<n>) ::5: E(lime! 0 v;,<n>) = RHS of 
(10.8). 
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(C)= (D): For a fixed v E ~ and arbitrary (7T, c) E ~(x), y E (0, co), we 
have from (10. 7): 
E[foT U1(t, c(t)) dt + U2 ( xx,1T,c(T))] 
:::; E[foTUit,yHv(t)) dt + U2(YHv(T))] 
+ yE[foT Hv(t)c(t) dt + Hv(T)Xx,1T,c(T)] 
(10.13) 
:::; fv(Y) £ E[foT Ul(t,yHv(t)) dt + U2(YHv(T))] + xy, 
whence 
(10.14) V:(x):::;fv(Y), VyE{O,oo). 
Therefore, from (10.4) we obtain 
fv(~(x)) ~ V:( X) ~ E[foT U1(t, cA( t)) dt + U2{gA)] 
whence 
= E[foT U1(t, ~(x)HA(t)) dt + U2(~(x)HA(T))] 
+ ~(x)E[foT HA(t)l1(t, ~(x)HA(t)) dt 
+HA(T)l2(~(x)HA(T))] 
= E[foT U1(t, ~(x)HA(t)) dt + U2(~(x)HA(T))] + x~(x), 
E[foTU1(t, ~(x)HA(t))dt + U2(~(x)HA(T))] 
:::; fv(~(x))- x~(x) 
= E[foT U1(t, ~(x)Hv{t)) dt + U2(~(x)Hv(T))]. 
(A) = (B): Proved in Appendix A. (This implication is not used in any of the 
results of the paper.) 0 
10.2 REMARK. The condition (10.2) of (A) becomes vacuous, if 
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because then, from concavity, 
E[faTc(t)U{( t, c(t)) at+ X(T)UH X(T))] 
:::; E[faT U1(t, c{t)) dt + U2 ( X(T))] - [faT U1(t, 0 +) dt + U2(0 +)] 
= V(x) - [faT U1(t, 0 +) dt + U2(0 +)] < oo. 
The role of (10.2) is to allow us to consider utility functions which are not 
bounded from below, such as logarithmic. 
11. The logarithmic case. If U1(t, x) = U2(x) =log x, for (t, x) E 
[0, T] X (0, oo), we have lit,y) = l 2(y) = 1jy, U1(t,y) = U2(y) = -(1 +logy) 
and 
(11.1) 
(11.2) 
T+1 ff,(y) = -- ' y 
X 1 
c;(t) = T + 1 Hv(t) ' 
T+1 
~(x) = --, 
X 
X 1 
g; = T + 1 Hv(T)' 
for every v E ~. In particular ~' = ~ in this case. Therefore, 
(11.3) ( 1 + T) = - ( 1 + T) 1 + log -x-
+E(logHv~T) + faTlogHv~t)dt). 
But 
and thus condition (D) amounts to a pointwise minimization of the convex 
function 8(x) + ~IIO(t) + u- 1(t)xll 2 over x E K, for every t E [0, T]: 
(11.4) A{t) =argmi!![28{x) +llo(t) +u- 1(t)xll 2]. 
XEK 
11.1 REMARK. Measurable selection theorems of the so-called Dubins-
Savage type [e.g., Schal (1974), (1975)] show that the process A defined by 
(11.4) is indeed {.9;}-progressively measurable. On the other hand, (11.4) leads 
CONVEX DUALITY 
directly to 
2E fTt>(A(t)) dt + E fTIIe(t) + u- 1{t)A{t)ll2 dt ~ EfTII8(t)ii2 dt < oo, 
0 0 0 
whence A E ~-
Furthermore, (11.2) and (8.19) give 
HA(t)XA(t) = x( 1- T: 1 ). 0 ~ t ~ T, 
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and substituting this expression into (8.11), with v replaced by A, we obtain 
u*(t)1Ht) = 8A(t), ~® P-a.e. 
We conclude that the optimal portfolio is given by 
(11.5) -fi-(t) = (u(t)u*(t))- 1[A(t) + b(t)- r(t)l] 
in terms of the market coefficients and the process A of (11.4). Finally, from 
(8.17), the optimal consumption process cA( ·)is given by 
(11.6) X XA(t) 
cA(t) = (T + 1)HA(t) = 1 + (T- t)' 0 ~ t ~ T. 
It is doubtful that such explicit and general a result should exist for utility 
functions other than logarithmic. 
12. A dual problem. In addition to our original constrained optimization 
problem of Definition 6.3, we shall introduce here the so-called dual control 
problem with value function 
V(y) £ inf j(y;v), 
ve!YJ 
(12.1) 
j(y; v) £ E[~T Ul(t, yHv{t)) dt + U2(YHv(T))], 
for 0 < y < oo. This new value function maps (0, oo) into itself, provided we 
have 
(12.2) Vy E (O,oo), 3 v E ~such that j(y;v) < oo 
(cf. Remark 12.5). We shall also impose the assumption 
(12.3) inf U1(t,O +) > -oo, U2(0+) > -oo. 
O,;,t,;,T 
The motivation for introducing this dual problem comes, of course, from 
condition (D) of Theorem 10.1, which amounts to V(y) := j(y; A) for y = ~(x), 
in the notation of (12.1). 
For any given x > 0, y > 0 and (7T, c) E .w''(x), recall the a.s. inequalities of 
'(10.7), and observe that they hold as equalities, if and only if 
(12.4) 
Taking expectations, and the supermartingale property of the process in (9.3) 
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into account, we obtain from (10. 7): 
J(x; 7T, c) = E[foT Ul( t, c( t)) dt + U2( xx,'IT,C(T))] 
~ j(y; v) + yE[J0T Hv(t)c(t) dt + Hv(T)Xx,'IT,c(T)] (12.5) 
~ j(y; v) + xy. 
We have equality in (12.5) if and only if (12.4) and 
(12.6) 8(v(t,w)) +7T*(t,w)v(t,w) =0, fort'®P-a.e.(t,w), 
(12.7) E[foT Hv(t)c(t) dt + Hv(T)Xx,?T,c(T)] = x 
hold. In particular, (12.5) implies 
(12.8) V(x) ~ V(y) + xy, 
12.1 PROPOSITION. Suppose that (12.2) and 
(12.9) 
hold. Then, for any given y E (0, oo) and with x = 80 {y ), there exists a pair 
(-fr, c) E Jlf'(x) which is optimal for the primal problerJ, and We have 
(12.10) V(y) = sup[V(O -yg], 0 < y < 00, 
g>O 
In particular, V( ·) is convex. 
PROOF. With x = 80y(y ), the assumption j{y; Ay) ~ j{y; v ), 'V v E ~ of 
(12.9) amounts to (10.5) with A = Ay. The implications (D) = (A) and (D) = (B) 
of Theorem 10.1 show that there exists then an optimal pair ('17, c) E Jlf'(x) 
for the primal problem and 
-fr(t) E K, 
xx,'IT,c(t) = XA}t) 
hold .( ® P-a.e. In particular, xx,.r,c(T) = gA a.s. We conclude from 
(12.4)-(12. 7) that J(x; '17, c) = /{y; Ay) + xy holdS, whence 
V(y) = j(y; Ay) = J(x; '17, c) - xy = V(x)- xy ~ sup [V(g)- yg]. 
g>O 
The inequality in the opposite direction follows from (12.8). 0 
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12.2 PROPOSITION. Assume that (12.2), (12.3), (12.9), (8.25) and 
(12.11) U2(oo) = oo 
hold. Then, for any given x E (0, oo), there exists a number y(x) E (0, oo) that 
achieves infy > 0["V(y) + xy ]; furthermore, this number satisfies 
( 12.12) X = q;_y(x)(y( X)). 
PROOF. From (2.3), (8.6)-(8.8) and the supermartingale property of Zv( · ), 
we have 
(12.13) 'Yv(t) :::;; eM, EHv(t) :::;; eM, V 0:::;; t:::;; T where M ~ T( Tf + 180 1). 
This observation, coupled with the convexity and decreasing property of 
U1(t, · ) and Ui ·),Jensen's inequality, and (12.11) and (5.7), yields 
j(y;v);?: lTrJl(t,yEHv(t))dt + U2{yEHv(T)) 
0 
;?: 1TU1(t,yeM)dt + U2(yeM) ~ oo, 
0 y~O 
whence V(O +) = oo. It follows that the convex function fx(y) ~ V(y) + xy, 
y E (0, oo), satisfies fx(O +) = fx(oo) = oo, and thus attains its infimum at some 
y(x) E (0, oo). Then Assumption (12.9) with y = y(x) gives 
inf[gy(x)x +j(gy(x);Ay(x))] 
t">O 
(12.14) 
= fx(y(x)) = xy(x) + V(y(x)). 
We shall see (Lemma 12.3) that the function 
Gy(O ~ j(yg;Ay) 
(12.15) [lT. • ] 
= E 0 U1( t, ygH>.y( t)) dt + U2(ygH>.y( T)) , 0 < g < oo, 
is well defined and finite, and continuously differentiable at g = 1 with 
(12.16) 
for any given y E (0, oo). Now (12.14) implies that the function D/0 ~ 
gxy(x) + Gy(xM), 0 < g < oo, achieves its infimum. over (0, oo) at g = 1; 
thus its derivative must vanish there, that is, (djdg)D/g)l,- 1 = xy(x)-
y(x)q;_ (y(x)) = 0 from (12.6), proving (12.12). D 
y(x) • 
· 12.3 LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Proposition 12.2, the function 
G/ ·) of (12.15) is well defined and finite, continuously differentiable at g = 1 
and satisfies (12.16). 
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PROOF. Same as in KLSX (1991), Lemma 11.7, using (8.25) and (12.2). o 
We now can put together the various results of this section and arrive at the 
following conclusion. 
12.4 THEOREM. Under the assumptions of Proposition 12.2, for any given 
x > 0 there exists an optimal pair (11-, c) E d'(x) for the constrained opti-
mization problem (6.5). 
It remains to establish conditions, under which the assumption (12.9) will 
be valid. This is the objective of the next section. 
12.5 REMARK. Under the conditions of Remark 6.4, the requirement (12.2) 
is satisfied. Indeed, the condition (6. 7) leads to 
'<:/ (t,y) E [0, T] X (O,oo) 
for some K. E (0, oo) and p = aj(l - a). With v = 0 and arbitrary y E (0, oo), 
this inequality leads to 0 s J(y; 0) s K.[J{{l + y-PE(H0(t))-P} dt + 
{1 + y-PE(HiT))-P}] < oo. 
13. Existence. We establish here the fundamental existence result of this 
paper. 
13.1 THEOREM. Assume that (5.8), (8.25), (12.2), (12.3) and (12.11) are 
satisfied. Then (12.9) holds; in particular, for any given x E (0, oo), there 
exists an optimal pair ( 1T, c) E d'(x) for the problem of (6.5). 
Let us begin by introducing the following subset of the Hilbert space de' (cf. 
beginning of Section 8): 
(13.1) .§~ {v E £; v satisfies (8.2)}. 
Quite obviously from (8.1), 9 c .§c £. For any given y E (0, oo), we defined 
in (12.1) the functional JyCv) = J(y; v) for all v in the class 9 of(8.1). We now 
extend this definition to the entirety of £, by setting 
(v(t) ~ {(e(s) + 0"- 1(s)v(s))* dW(s) 
0 (13.2) 
+~{lle(s) + 0"- 1(s)v(s)ll 2 ds 
0 
and 
E foT01(t,yexp{- J;(r(s) +' 8(v(s))) ds- (v(t)}) dt 
(13.3) Jy(v) ~ +EU2(yexp{-J{(r(s) +8(v(s)))ds-(v(T)}), 
V E.§, 
oo, v E £" .§. 
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13.2 PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of Theorem 13.1, the functional 
j/·): d'?~ !JRU {+co} of (13.3) is (i) convex; (ii) coercive: lim[vJ-->ooj/v) =co; 
and (iii) lower-semicontinuous: for every v Ed'? and {vn}nE/\1 ~ d'? with 
[vn- v] ~ 0 as n ~co, we have 
(13.4) jy(v) :;;; liminf jy(vn)· 
n-->oo 
PROOF. (i) This follows easily from the convexity and decrease of 01(t, e ") 
and 02(e ") [recall (5.8")] and the convexity of 8( ·) and (.(t). 
(ii) Similar reasoning gives, in the notation of (12.13) and with the help of 
Jensen's inequality, 
jy(v) ~ E JT 0 1(t,y exp{M- (v(t)}) dt + 0 2(y exp{M- (v(T)}) 
0 
~loT 0 1(t,y exp{M- E(v(t)}) dt + 0 2(y exp{M- E(v(T)}) 
= foT01(t,yeM exp{ -!E J:lle(s) + u- 1(s)v(s)ll2 ds}) dt 
+ 0 2 (yeM exp{- ![8 + u- 1v]2}). 
This last expression tends to infinity as [v] ~ co, from Remark 2.1. 
(iii) Because vn ~ v in L2([0, T] X 0), we also have this convergence ~® P-
a.e. along a (relabelled) subsequence. Therefore, for any given t E [0, T] we 
get, from Fatou's lemma, JJ8(v(s, w)) ds :;;; lim infn __, 00 JJ8(vn(s, w)) ds, for P-
a.e. w E .n. On the other hand, we can show, as in Xu (1990), that 
ZVn(t, w) ~njoo Zv(t, w), ~® P-a.e. (t, w) E [0, t] X .n, as well as ZVn(T, w) ~njoo 
Zv(T, w), P-a.e. wE .n, again along a (relabelled) subsequence. Applying Fa-
tou's lemma again, along with the lower boundedness and decreasing property 
of Ot<t, · ), 02( · ), we arrive at (13.4). 0 
13.3 REMARK. For every d'?'- !!), we have j/v) = co. Indeed, Jensen's 
inequality gives 
jy(v) ~ JT01(t,yexp{-E fr(s) ds- E JT8(v(s)) ds 
0 0 0 
-!E foTIIe(s) + u- 1(s)v(s)ll2 ds}) dt 
+ o2(yexp{ -E foTr(s) ds- E foT8(~(s)) ds 
-lE foTII8(s) + u- 1(s)v(s)ll2 ds} )· 
Obviously from 02(0 +) = Uico) =co [recall condition (12.11)], this lower 
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bound is equal to +oo if EfrJ'8(v(s)) ds = oo [or, for that matter, if 
E JrJ' r(s) ds = oo, whence the imposition of condition (2.5)]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 13.1. From Proposition OJ13.2 here, and Proposition 
2.1.2 in Ekeland and Temam (1976), it follows that jyCAy) = infve~ jyCv) < oo 
for some Ay E .§. From Remark 13.3, we know that actually AY E ~. It 
remains to show AyE~'; but from Remark 8.5, it suffices to prove a:;,}y) < oo. 
This is done exactly as in KLSX (1991) (proof of Theorem 12.3 there). D 
It can be checked easily that utility functions of the form 
1 1 
U1(t, c) = e-~t-c", U2( c) = e-~T -c", 0:;;; t:;;; T, 0 < c < oo, 
a a 
(13.5) 
with {3 E [0, oo), a E (0, 1), satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 13.1. 
14. Examples. We consider in this section a few examples of closed, 
convex sets K that are of relevance in financial economics as expressing 
reasonable constraints on portfolio choice, and for which the support function 
8( ·) of (4.1) can be calculated fairly explicitly. In all these examples, the 
conditions (4.3) and (4.4) are satisfied rather trivially. 
14.1 EXAMPLE. Let K = {'7T E ~d; 1T; ~ 0, 'Vi= 1, ... , d}. Then 
8(x) = { 0• 
oo, 
ifxEK, and K=K. 
ifxEt=K, 
This is the case considered by Xu (1990), in which short selling of stocks is 
prohibited. 
14.2 EXAMPLE. Let K = {1r E ~d; 1T; = 0, 'V i = m + 1, ... , d} for some 
fixed m E {1, ... , d - 1}. Then 
{ 0, 8(x) = 
oo, 
x1 = · · · = Xm = 0, 
otherwise 
and 
K = { x E ~d; X; = 0, 'V i = 1, ... , m}. 
This is the incomplete market case of KLSX (1991), where investment is 
restricted to the first m stocks only (or equivalently, where the number 
of stocks is strictly smaller than the dimension of the driving Brownian 
motion W). 
14.3 EXAMPLE. With m as in Example 14.2, consider the set 
K = {1r E ~d; 1T; ~ 0, 'Vi= 1, ... , m and 1Tj = 0, 'V j = m + 1, ... , d}. 
Then 
and 
8(x) = { 0• 
oo, 
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if{x1, ... ,xm) E [O,oo)m, 
otherwise 
K = { x E g;d; xi ~ 0, V i = 1, ... , m}. 
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This is the case discussed in He and Pearson (1991). It is a combination of 
Examples 14.1 and 14.2, namely, an incomplete market without short-selling 
of stocks. 
14.4 EXAMPLE. More generally, let K be a closed convex cone in t7Jd. 
Then 
8(x) = ( 0, 
oo, 
X EK, 
X ft. K, 
where K = {x E t7Jd; 1r*x ~ 0, V 1T E K} is the polar cone of -K. This is the 
case treated by Shreve (1991), in the case of constant coefficients (using 
analytical methods). 
14.5 EXAMPLE. In the (trivial) unconstrained case K = t7Jd, we have 
8(x) = { 0, 
oo, 
X= 0, 
otherwise, K = {0}. 
14.6 REMARK. In all the preceding examples, 8( ·) = 0 on K. In particular 
then, in the context of logarithmic utility functions (Section 11), the problem 
of determining the process A E ~ of conditions (B)-(E) reduces to that of 
minimizing (pointwise) a simple quadratic form, over K: 
{14.1) A{t) = arg minlle(t) + u- 1{t)vll2 . 
vEK 
In the most "extreme" case, that is, that of Example 14.5, we get A(t) = 0 
from (14.1), and recover from (11.5) the unconstrained optimal portfolio [as in 
Karatzas (1989)]: 
(14.2) 170 (t) g, (u*(t))- 16{t) = (u(t)u*(t))- 1[b(t)- r(t)l]. 
On the other hand, let us consider the case of Example 14.2, and take for 
simplicity 
u~t) = [!i:? ]. 
where I(t, w) is an (m X d) matrix of full (row) rank and p(t, w) is an (n X d) 
matrix with orthonormal rows that span the kernel of I(t, w), for every (t, w). 
In particular, p(t)p*(t) =In and I(t)p*(t) = 0. Here, n = d- m. Then with 
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B(t) £ (b 1(t), ... , bm(t))*, a(t) = (bm+ 1(t), ... , bit))* and 0(t) £ 
I*(t)(I(t)I*(t))- 1[B(t)- r(t)lm], we have (J(t) = 0(t) + p*(t)[a(t)- r(t)ln], 
and for any v E K [necessarily of the form v = ( '; ) for some N E [J{? m ], 
l!e(t) + 0"- 1(t)vll 2 =1/E>(t) + p*(t)(a(t)- r(t)ln + N)ll 2 
=IIE>(t)/1 2 +IIP*(t)(a(t)- r(t)ln + N)ll 2 
because the two random vectors 0(t), p*(t)(a(t) - r(t)ln + N) are orthogonal. 
Thus, the minimization of(14.1) is achieved by the random vector A(t) = [ 0 m ], 
A(t) 
where A(t) = r(t)ln - a(t). Back into (11.5), this leads to the optimal portfolio 
of KLSX (1991), for incomplete markets with logarithmic utility. 
14.7 EXAMPLE. Rectangular constraints. Consider the case K = X~~ 1 K; 
where K; = [a;, /3J for some fixed numbers - oo ~ a; ~ 0 ~ /3; ~ oo, with the 
understanding that the interval K; is open to the right (left) if b; = oo 
(respectively, if a; = - oo). Then 
d d 
B(x) = L /3;X;-- L a;xt 
i~l i~l 
and K = g:a if all the a;, /3; are real. In general, 
K = {x E g:a; X;~ 0, 'r:/ i E ~ and xi~ 0, 'r:/ j E./_}, 
where 
~£ {i = 1, ... ,dl/3; = oo}, 
./_£ {J = 1, ... , dlaj = -oo}. 
14.8 EXAMPLE. Rectangular constraints and logarithmic utility. Consider 
the setting of Section 11, with the set K as in Example 14.7 and ~ = ./_ = 0. 
With d = 1, K = [a, /3], for fixed - oo <a ~ 0 ~ /3 < oo, and 15(x) = f3x-- ax+, 
the process of (11.4) becomes 
{
(}'( t) [ 0'( t)/3 - e( t)], if 0'( t)/3 < e( t), 
A(t) = O"(t)[O"(t)a- e(t)], ifO"(t)a > e(t), 
0, otherwise. 
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Consequently, the optimal portfolio .. IT(·) of (11.5) is given as 
1T(t) = a, 
if CT- 1(t)fJ(t) > {3, 
if u- 1(t)8(t) <a, {
/3, 
u- 1( t) 8( t), otherwise. 
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In other words, 1T(t) agrees with the optimal unconstrained portfolio 1r0(t) of 
(14.2), as long as this latter is in the interval [a, {3]; when this is not the case, 
1T(t) selects the boundary point closest to 1r0(t). 
The situation is more complicated in several dimensions. Let us study the 
preceding problem with d = 2, a = (0, 0)*, f3 = (1, 1)*, (J = (1, 2)* and 
CT =[ 1 -10] 
-1 1 . 
In the unconstrained case, the optimal portfolio is given by (u*)- 18 = 
(- 1/3, - 4/3)*. It does not suffice now to take the coordinates of the optimal 
constrained portfolio 1T to be the closest ones to the unconstrained optimal 
portfolio, such that 1T takes values in K. That would give the portfolio (0, 0)*. 
However, the minimization of 
f(x) = ille + u- 1xll 2 - a*x++ f3*x-, x E .9P2 , 
leads to the optimal dual process A = (13.5, 0)*, and the optimal portfolio 1T is 
given by 
1T = (u*)- 1(8 + u- 1A) = (0, 1/2)*; 
that is, do not invest in the first stock and invest half of the wealth in the 
second stock. 
14.9 EXAMPLE. Constraints on borrowing. From the point of view of appli-
cations, an interesting example is the one in which the total proportion 
L.f= 17Ti(t) of wealth invested in stocks is bounded from above by some real 
constant a > 0. For example, if we take a = 1, we exclude borrowing; with 
a E (1, 2), we allow borrowing up to a fraction a - 1 of wealth. If we take 
a= 1/2, we have to invest at least half of the wealth in the riskless bond. 
To illustrate what happens in this situation, let again U2(x) = log x, 
U1(t, x) = 0 and, for the sake of simplicity, d = 2, u =unit matrix and the 
constraints on the portfolio be given by 
K = {x E .9P2 ; x1 ~ 0, x 2 ~ 0, x1 + x2 :::; a} 
for some a E (0, 1]. (Obviously, we also exclude short-selling with this choice of 
K.) 
We have here 8(x) =a max{x!, x2} and thus K = .9P2• By some elementary 
calculus andjor by inspection, and omitting the dependence on t, we can see 
tl,tat the optimal dual process A that minimizes ~118 + vll 2 + 8(v), and the 
,optimal portfolio 1r = (J +A, are given, respectively, by: 
A= -8, 1r = (0, 0)* if 81 , 82 :::; 0 
(do not invest in stocks if the bond rate is larger than the stocks' appreciation 
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A= (0, -82)*, 'TT = (81 , 0)* if 81 ;;;::: 0, 82 :::;; 0, a;;;::: 81 , 
A= (a- 81 , -82 )*, TT = (a,O)* if 81 ;;;::: 0, 82 :::;; 0, a< 81 , 
A=(-81,0)*, TT=(0,82 )* if81 ::;;0,82 ;e::O,a;e::82 , 
A = (- 81 , a - 82 )*, 'TT = (0, a)* if 81 ~ 0, 82 ;;;::: 0, a < 82 
(do not invest in the stock whose rate is less than the bond rate; invest 
X min{a:8J in the ith stock whose rate is larger than the bond rate), 
A = (0, 0)*, 'TT = 8 if 81 , 82 ;;;::: 0, 81 + 82 :::;; a 
(invest 8i X in the respective stocks-as in the unconstrained case-whenever 
the optimal portfolio of the unconstrained case happens to take values in K), 
A = (a - 81 , - 82 )*, TT = (a, O)* if 81 , 82 ;;;::: 0, a :::;; 81 - 82 , 
A = (- 81 , a - 82 )*, TT = (0, a)* if 81 , 82 ;;;::: 0, a :::;; 82 - 81 
(with both 81, 82 ;;;::: 0 and 81 + 82 >a do not invest in the stock whose rate is 
smaller; invest aX in the other one if the absolute value of the difference of 
the stock rates is larger than a), 
'TT2 = 
if 810 82 ;;;::: 0, 81 + 82 > a > 181 - 82 1 [if none of the previous conditions is 
satisfied, invest the amount (aj2)X in the stocks, corrected by the difference 
of their rates]. 
NoTE. Some regularity results on the value function of the problem with 
d = 1, K = [0, 1], constant coefficients and U1 = 0, were obtained in the 
doctoral dissertation of Zariphopoulou (1989) using mostly analytical tech-
niques. 
14.10 REMARK. In the setting of Example 4.8, even with 0 ft [ai, ,Bi] for 
some i E {1, ... , d}, the function f(x; t, w) £ 28(x) + ll8(t, w) + u- 1(t, w)xll 2 
appearing in (11.4) is bounded from below and satisfies lim lxl-+ oo f(x; t, w) = co, 
for every (t, w). Thus an optimal dual process exists and is given by (11.4), 
even if (4.4) does not hold. 
15. Deterministic coefficients and feedback formulae. Let us now 
consider briefly the case where the coefficients r( · ), b( · ), u( ·) of the market 
model are deterministic functions on [0, T], which we shall take for simplicity 
to be bounded and continuous. Then there is a formal Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equation associated with the dual optimization problem of 
(12.1), namely, · 
Qt+ inf.[ty 2Qyy~8(t) +u- 1(t)xli 2 -yQy8(x)] 
(15.1) xeK 
- yQyr(t) + U1(t,y) = 0, in [0, T) X (O,oo), 
(15.2) Q(T,y) = U2(y), y E (O,oo). 
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If there exists a classical solution Q E C1·2([0, T) X (O,oo)) of this equation, 
which satisfies appropriate growth conditions, then standard verification theo-
rems in stochastic control [e.g., Fleming and Rishel (1975)] lead to the repre-
sentation 
{15.3) V(y) = Q(O,y), 0 < y < oo, 
for the dual value function of (12.1). 
15.1 EXAMPLE. Suppose that 8 = 0 on K (as in Examples 14.1-14.5). 
Then 
(15.4) A(t) = arg minlle(t) + u- 1(t)xll 2 
xeK 
is deterministic, the same for ally E (0, oo), and (15.1) becomes 
(15.5) Qt + !JJeA(t)JJ2y2Qyy- r(t)yQY + U1(t,y) = 0, in [O,T) X (O,oo). 
Standard theory [e.g., Friedman (1964)] guarantees then the existence and 
uniqueness of a classical solution for this equation. 
In the case of constant coefficients, this solution can even be computed 
explicitly. Indeed, let us take Uit, x) = e-~tuix) and U2(x) = e-~Tu 2(x), 
where f3 > 0 and u 1, u 2 are utility functions of class C 3, such that 
. (u'i(x)) 2 • • (u'i(x)f . 
hm "( ) ex1sts, hm "( ) = 0 for some 'Y > 2, ui(O) = 0, z = 1, 2. 
xtO Ui X x->oo Ui X 
These conditions are satisfied for utility functions of the form (13.5). Let 
K = !116 + u-1AII 2, denote by P+ (p_) the positive (respectively, negative) root 
of Kp2 - (r- f3 - K)p - r = 0 and let Ji g, (u';)-1, 
1 fz 2 <l>(z) g, -- e-u 12 du, & -00 
JL(t,y,O g, V21Kt [log(~)+ ({3- r ± K)t], y > 0, g > 0, 
{ ge-~(T-t><l>( -JL_(T- t,y, 0) p(t,y, g) g, -y:-r(T-t)<f>( -JL+(T- t,y, 0), 
(g-y) ' 
0 ~ t < T, 
t = T. 
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Then the solution Q of the Cauchy problem (15.5), (15.2) is given by 
(15.6) Q(t,y) =e-~t[h(y) + fa"'cu2(g) -h(g))"v(t,y,g)dg]; 
refer to KLS (1987), Section 7, for details. 
15.2 EXAMPLE. Consider the case U1(t, x) = Uix) = xa fa, (t, x) E 
[0, T] X (0, oo) for some a E (0, 1). Then U1(t,y) = U2(y) = (1/p)y-P, 0 < y < 
oo, with p ~ aj(l -a), and the solution of the Cauchy problem (15.1), (15.2) is 
of the form 
1 Q(t,y) = -y-Pv(t), 
p 
(t,y) E [O,T] X (O,oo). 
Here v( ·)is the solution of v(t) + h(t)v(t) + 1 = 0, v(T) = 1, with 
h(t) ~ p !~~[ 1 ; P iie(t) + u- 1(t)xll 2 + 8(x)] + r(t)p, 
namely, v(t) = exp(JthCs) dsX1 + Jt exp(- J,{h(u) du) de). Again, the pro-
cess A(·) is deterministic, namely, 
(15.7) A(t) = arg mil! [lle(t) + u- 1(t)xll 2 + 2(1- a)8(x)], 
xeK 
and is the same for ally E (0, oo). 
We conclude with a computation of the optimal portfolio and consumption 
processes in feedback form (in terms of current wealth), when the processes 
r( · ), b( · ), u( ·) and A(·) are deterministic. In such a setting, define the function 
8t'(·,.) by 
(15.8) 8t'(t,y) ~ ~E[~Tysct,y)J1(s,~<t,y))ds + YJ.t,y)J2(YJ.t,y))], 
where 
d~<t,y) = -~<t,y>[(r(s) + 8(A(s))) ds + (6(s) + u- 1(s)A(s))* dW(s)], 
t ~ s ~ T, 
~(t,y) = y. 
Obviously ~(O,y) = yHA(s). For every t E [0, T], the function 8C(t, ·)is contin-
uous and strictly decreasing on (0, oo), with 8C(t, 0 +) = oo and 8C(t, oo) = 0. 
Denote its inverse by ~(t, · ). Assume also that 8C(t, · ) is continuously 
differentiable and that 
y2 a: 8t'( t' Y) = E [ ~T (~<t,y>)2 Ii ( s' ~ct,y>) ds + (YJ.t,y>)2 IHYJ.t,y>)]' 
where we denote by li(t, ·)the derivative of 11(t, ·).A sufficient condition for 
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this is that ul E C 0•2, u2 E C 2 and that u;, U~(t, . ) be nondecreasing func-
tions on (0, oo); compare with Proposition 4.4 in KLS (1987). 
15.3 THEOREM. Suppose that r( · ), b( ·) and u( ·) are deterministic, that 
there exists a deterministic A(·) E f!J, which achieves the infimum in (12.1) for 
ally E (0, oo), and that 
I1(t,y) + l2(y) +ITat,y)j +II~(y)j5. K(ya + y-13), o <y < oo, 
holds for some real a > 0, f3 > 0 and K > 0. With the notation and assump-
tions of the previous paragraph, the optimal portfolio/consumption process 
pair ('lTA> cA) E J;l('(x) for the problem of (6.5) is given by 
(15.9) 
1 W(t,Xit)) {15.10) 'lTA(t) = -(u(t)u*(t))- [b(t)- r(t)l + A{t)] XA(t)~(t, XA(t))' 
in feedback form on the (optimal) current level of wealth XA(t). 
The proof follows along the lines of Ocone and Karatzas (1991) and KLS 
(1987) and is thus omitted. Notice that the assumption of deterministic 
A(·) = A/·) is satisfied for both Examples 15.1 and 15.2; in the case of the 
latter, the formulae (15.9) and (15.10) become 
1 
cA(t) = 2v(O) XA(t), 
1 
'lTA(t) = 1 _a ( u(t)u*(t)) - 1 [b(t) - r(t)l + A{t)]. 
15.2 EXAMPLE (Continued). For 1 5. i =I= j 5. d, this last formula gives 
(15.11) '7Ti~( t) '7Ti~)( t) 
((u(t)u*(t))- 1[b(t)- r(t)l + Aa(t)l)(i) 
("). 
((u(t)u*(t))- 1[b(t)- r(t)l + Aa(t)l) 1 
Here A a(·) is the function of (15. 7), which in general [i.e., unless 8( ·) = 0 on 
K] will depend on a E (0, 1), as will then the ratio of (15.11). 
In other words, for a general convex set K, the ratio (-fi-<i)(t))j(-fi-<j)(t)) of the 
optimal proportions in two different stocks will depend on the utility function 
even in the case of constant coefficients. This is in contrast to the uncon-
strained case [cf. Remark 4.5 in Ocone and Karatzas (1991)] or to the case 
where K is a cone. 
16. Extensions and ramifications . 
. , 
1: The theory that has been developed thus far goes through without change if 
one formally sets ul = 0 and c = 0 throughout, and considers the problem 
of maximizing expected utility from terminal wealth only. 
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2. Certain changes are required, however, in the case where one formally 
takes U2 = 0 and considers the problem of maximizing expected utility 
from consumption Efl'Ult, c(t)) dt. Then one only requires 
fc( s) ds + fll 'lT( s) 11 2 ds < oo a.s., 
0 0 
for every t E [0, T) in Definition 3.1, changes the inner product and norm 
of the Hilbert space d'? to 
(J.L, 11) = E jT(T- s)J.L*(s)ll(s) ds, 
0 
[11] = E jT(T- t)ll11(t) 11 2 dt, 
0 
respectively, changes (8.1) to 
~ = {~~Ed'?; E foT(T- t)8(11(t)) dt < oo} 
and defines the processes Z.,( · ), H.,(·), W.,( · ), c.,(·) and X.,(·) of (8.7)-(8.9), 
(8.17) and (8.19) on [0, T) (note that the event {limt; T Z.,(t) = 0} = 
{Jl'll8(t) + u- 1(t)ll(t)ll 2 dt = oo} may now have positive probability). With 
such modifications, as well as obvious changes in notation (such as ignoring 
statements and terms pertaining to terminal wealth), Theorems 9.1 and 
10.1 continue to hold, as do the results of Section 11 in the logarithmic 
case. The duality and existence theories also go through, provided 01 is of 
the form 0 1(t,y) = <fJ(t)0{y), 0 ~ t ~ T, y E (0, oo), where </J: [0, T] ~[a, b] 
is a continuous function, 0 < a < b < oo, and 0 is the function of (5.2) for a 
utility function U that satisfies (5.8), (5.9) and U(O +) > - oo. As they are 
/ not hard to check, these claims are left to the reader's care. 
3. Let % = {Kt(w); (t, w) E [0, T] X !l} be a family of closed, convex, nonempty 
subsets of g;d, such that the corresponding family of support functions 
{8( ·IKt(w)); (t, w) E [0, T] X !l} is uniformly bounded from below [by some 
real constant 80 , as in (4.4)]. Suppose also that 
{
for every {.9";}-progressively measurable process 11(t),} 
(16.1) 0 ~ t ~ T, such that llt(w) E Kt(w) for ?® P-a.e. (t, w), the . 
process 8(11tiKt), 0 ~ t ~ T, is {.9";}-progressively measurable 
Now we consider the constrained optimization problem of Definition 6.3 
with admissibility condition 'lT(t, w) E Kt(w), ?® P-a.e. on [0, T] X n in 
(6.4) and the dual problem of(12.1) with !$ = {11 E d'?; Efl'8(11tiKt) dt < oo}. 
The entire theory goes through, then, under the assumption (16.2), which 
strengthens the one of (4.3): 
(16.2) {
There exists a sequance {11n}n el'll c !$such that, for?® P-a.e.} 
(t, w) E [0, T] X n and for every (nonrandom) vector 11 E 
Kt(w), there exists a subsequence {lln)kel'l! with · 
limk ->co llnP• w) = 11 and limk ->co 8(11nP• w)) = 8(11) 
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A sufficient condition for assumption (16.2) is that the convex cone Kt(w) = 
K be the same for all (t, w), that 8( ·IKt(w)) be continuous on K for all (t, w) 
and that all constant K-valued processes 11(t, w) = 11 belong to 9J [i.e., 
Efrf8(111Kt)dt < oo, V 11 E K]. In such a case, we may take {11n}nel'\l to be a 
sequence of constant vectors, forming a dense subset of K. 
These conditions, as well as assumption (16.1), are satisfied in the case of 
the random parallelepiped Kt(w) = X 1= 1[a;(t, w), J3;(t, w)] where (by analogy 
with Example 14.7) the {.9;}-progressively measurable processes a;, J3; are 
square-integrable and take values in ( -oo, 0] and [0, oo), respectively. In this 
~ - d case, Kt(w) = .9R . 
APPENDIX A 
The purpose of this section is to establish the implication (A)= (B) in the 
proof of Theorem 10.1, under the assumptions (5.8), (8.25) and (12.2) on the 
utility functions U1(t, · ) and U2( • ). Our proof uses these assumptions heavily, 
but we do not have counterexamples suggesting their necessity for the validity 
of the implication. 
Let us denote by (fr, c) the optimal portfolio/consumption process pair in 
Jaf'(x), whose existence is being assumed in (A). According to (3.5), the 
corresponding wealth process J?( ·) satisfies 
(A.1) 
where 
(A.2) 
H 0(t)X(t) + fH0(s)c(s) ds 
0 
= x- fH0(s)J?(s)JL*(s) dW(s), 
0 
JL £ ()- u*fr. 
A.1 LEMMA. We have P[X(t) > 0, V 0 .::::; t .::::; T] = 1. 
0.::::; t.::::; T, 
PROOF. From (A.1), H 0 X is a nonnegative, continuous supermartingale. 
To show that it is a.s. positive on [0, T], it suffices to prove that the event 
B £ {X(T) = 0} has probability 0 [cf. Karatzas and Shreve (1988), Problem 
1.3.29]. 
Let us notice that the solution of the linear stochastic equation (A.1) is 
given by 
(A.3) A [ jtH0(s) l H 0(t)X(t)=Zv(t) x- oZv(s)c(s)ds '· 0.::::; t.::::; T, 
with II= uu*'TT, and define c6(t) £ (1 - e)c(t), X6(t) £ xx,iiA(t), for 0 < e < 1. 
WfJ have · 
A A Zv( t) jt Ho( S) A A (A.4) Xe(t) = X(t) + e Ho(t) 0 Zv(s) c(s) ds ~ X(t) ~ 0, 0.::::; t.::::; T. 
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In particular (.fi-, ce) E Jdf'(x) and on the event B = {X(T) = 0} we have 
1TH0(s) A A Zv(T) (A.5) 0 Zv(s) c(s) ds = x, Xe(T) =ex Ho(T). 
The optimality of (.fi-, c) gives 
0 ~ E[foT{U1(t, {1- e)c(t)) - U1(t, c(t))} dt 
(A.6) +{U2(Xe(T))- U2{X(T))}] 
= -eEjTc(t)U{(t,7Je(t))dt 
0 
+ E[ { Xe(T) - X(T) )U~(Pe)] 1 
where (1 - e)c(t) :::;:;; 7Je(t) :::;:;; c(t) and X(T) :::;:;; Pe :::;:;; Xe(T). In particular, using 
the property (5.8) on U1(t, · ), we obtain from (A.6), (A.5): 
-1
1 EjTc(t)U{(t, c{t)) dt ~ EjTc(t)U{(t, 71e(t)) dt 
- e o o 
"E[ X,(T): X(T) U;{p,)l. l 
[ Zv(T) ( Zv(T) ) l ~ xE Ho(T) U~ ex Ho(T) 18 . 
Suppose P(B) > 0; then letting e ~ 0 above, we obtain from Fatou's lemma 
[ Zv(T) l iT xUHO +)E Ho(T) 18 :::;:;; E 0 c(t)U{(t, c(t)) dt < oo, 
a contradiction, since U~(O + ) = oo. D 
Our program is to show that there exists a process A E ~', such that the 
positive process X can be represented as 
and the requirements 
(A.8) 
';I 
' (8.22) 
c(t) = cA(t), 
8(A{t)) + A*(t).fi-(t) = 0 
hold~® P-a.e. Then from (8.19) and (A.7) we shall have xx,ft,CA(·) =Xi·) and 
(B) will be established. 
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We shall consider the integrable, nondecreasing process 
(A.9) A(t) £ {c(s)U{(s,c(s))ds, 
0 
0::;; t::;; T, 
and the continuous martingale 
(A.10) M(t) £ E[ A(T) +X(T)UH X(T) )jsz;] =Yo+ f!/1*( s) dW( s ), 
0 
where y 0 = EM(T) < oo [by the assumption (10.2)] and 1/f( ·) is a suitable 
8i?d-valued and {9;}-progressively measurable process (from the martingale 
representation theorem). 
A.2 LEMMA. We have, £'® P-a.e., the identity 
c(t) =Il(t, M(t)A-A(t))· 
X(t) (A.ll) 
PROOF. Let us start by defining the nonnegative process 
(A.12) {i(t) £ c(t)!X(t), o::;; t::;; T, 
in terms of which the solution of the linear equation (3.4) (with c = c, 7T =it, 
X = X) is given as 
(A.13) 
y0(t)X(t) =xexp[- Iat(ti(s) + ~llit*(s)o-(s)lnds 
+ Iatit*(s)o-(s) dW0(s)]. 
Our method proceeds by a small random perturbation of the process {3 in 
(17.12). In particular, for an arbitrary but fixed {9;}-progressively measurable 
process p( ·) with \p(t)\ ::;; 1 1\ {i(t), 0 ::;; t ::;; T and 0 < 8 < 1/2, we define 
(A.14) f3.(t) £ {i(t) + 8p(t), 0 s t::;; T, 
x.(t) £ X(t)exp{ -8 ~tp( s) ds}, 
(A.15) 
c.(t) £X.(t){3.(t) = [c(t) +8p(t)X(t)]exp(-8J:p(s)ds). 
Note that xx,,.,c,(·) =X.(·) and so (it, c.) E d'(x). On the other hand, we 
have 
c.(t) ~ ~c(t)e-•r, ic.(t) - c(t) 1 ::;; 8 const. c(t), 
whence, in conjunction with (5.8), 
1 
-IUl(t, c.(t))- Ul(t, c(t)) I::;; const. c(t)U{(t, c(t)). 
8 
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This last process is ~ ® P-integrable, thanks to (10.2). Similarly, 
~~U2(Xe(T))- U2(X(T))I ~ const. X(T)UHX(T)) 
e 
where again the right-hand side is integrable. 
a.s., 
From these remarks and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain 
(A.l6) 
0 ~ lim~E[JT{U1(t,c(t))- U1(t,ce(t))}dt 
e,t.O e 0 
+{U2(X(T))- U2(Xe(T))}] 
= E[foTU{(t,c(t)){c(t) fotp(s) ds- p(t)X(t)} dt 
+ U~( X(T) )X(T) foTP( s) ds]. 
But in the notation of (A9), (AlO), it is easy to see that 
(A.l7) E foT(f:p(s) ds) dA(t) = E foTp(t){E[A(T)I-9;] - A(t)} dt, 
(A.l8) 
E[ UH X(T) )X(T) foTP( s) ds] 
= E jTp(t)E{UHX(T))X(T)I-9;} dt. 
0 
Back into (Al6), these computations lead to 
EjTp(t)[M(t) -A(t) -X(t)U{(t,c(t))] dt::::: 0. 
0 
From the arbitrariness of p( · ), we deduce 
(A.l9) X(t)U{(t,c(t)) =M(t) -A(t), ~® P-a.e., 
which is equivalent to (All). D 
A3 REMARK. The right-hand side of (All) defines an a.s. continuous 
process. Thus we may, and shall, assume henceforth that c( ·) is given in its 
continuous modification, so that (All) actually holds for all 0 ~ t ~ T, almost 
surely. 
A4 PROPOSITION. The process 
cA.2o) "' [ . 1/J(t) ] 
.A(t) = -u(t) JL(t) + M(t)- A(t) ' 0 ~ t ~ T 
satisfies (8.22) and J[IIA(t)ll2 dt < oo, fliJ(.A(t)) dt < oo a.s. 
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PROOF. Take an arbitrary portfolio process 71( ·) with values in K, a 
number 0 < e < 1, a suitable increasing sequence {T n}n e I'll of {.9";}-stopping 
times with limn -+co T n = T a.s. [cf. (A.25) for the precise definition] and create a 
small random perturbation of the optimal portfolio 1H · ), according to 
(A.21) _ ( {1- e)?T(t) + e71(t), 7Te{t)- "{ ) 7T t ' 
for every n E N. Define also Xe( ·) and C8 ( ·) via 
0 .:5: t .:5: Tn, 
Tn < t .:5: T, 
(A.22) 
. 'Yo(t)X,.,(t) £ xexp{- fot(t3(s) + H7Te*(s)u(s)ll 2) ds 
+ fot7T:(s)u(s)dW0(s)}. 
and notice that xx,1T_,C,(.) =X/.), 
(A.23) 
X,.,(t) =X(t)exp[efotATn('Tl(s) -1r(s))*u(s) dW(s) 
- ~ fotMnllu*(s)(71(s) -7r(s))ll2 ds] 
where 
(A.24) 
W(t) £ W(t) + fJL(s)ds, 
0 
t:. rt * ,. N(t) = ), (71(s) -7r(s)) u(s) dW(s). 
0 
If we define the {.9";}-stopping time 
Tn £ T A. inf{t E [0, T]; IN(t)l ~ n, 
(A.25) or A( t) ~ n, or I M ( t) I ~ n, 
or (N)t ~ n, or J:llt/1( s) ll 2.ds ~ n}, 
for every n E N, we have almost .surely 
X(t)e- 3en .:5: X,.,(t) .:5: X(t)e 3en, e(t)e- 3en .:5: ce(t) .:5: e(t)e 3en, 
VO .:5: t .:5: T, 
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and limn---.oo j 1'n = T. In particular, (7T6 , c) E Jlf'(x) and 
~ KnU~( X(T) )X(T) a.s., 
where Kn £ e3n sup0 <e < 1(e 3en- 1)/s, again thanks to condition (5.8). Simi-
larly, 
From these inequalities, the integrability of the random variable 
jr U{( t, c( t) )c( t) dt + U~( X(T) )X(T), 
0 
the optimality of(77, c) E Jlf'(x) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we 
obtain, 
0 ~ lim!:.E[jT{U1(t,ce(t))- U(t,c(t))}dt 
e ~0 e 0 
+{Uz(X"(T))- U2 (X(T))}] 
(A.26) = E[for U{( t, c( t) )c( t) { J;/\ 7\ 'TI( s) - 77( s) )*a-( s) dW( s)} dt 
+U~(X(T))X(T) fnC 'TI(s) -77(s))*a-(s) dW(s)] 
=E[foTNn(t)dA(t) + (M(T) -A(T))Nn(T)], \:1 n EN, 
in the notation of (A.9), (A.lO), (A.24) and with Nn(t) £ N(t 1\ Tn). The 
product rule and the definition (A.25) give 
- E[foT Nn(t) dA(t) - Nn(T)A(T)] 
= E lT A(t) dNn(t) 
0 (A.27) 
= E [nA( t)( 'TI( t.) - 77( t) )*a-( t)[ dW( t) + .u( t) dt] 
0 
= E [\ 'TI(t) - 77(t))* a-(t)A(t),u(t) dt. 
0 
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On the other hand, we get by the same token 
(A.28) 
= E {\ 71(t) - 'lT(t))*u(t)[M(t)JL(t) + rfr(t)] dt. 
0 
Substituting from (A.27) and (A.28) back into (A.26), we obtain 
(A.29) E{\M(t) -A(t))('lT(t) -71(t))*A(t)dt~O, 
0 
V n EN, 
where A(·) is the process of (A.20). 
It follows from (A.29) that, for any K-valued portfolio process 71, there 
exists a set A 11 k [0, T] X 0. of zero product measure, such that 
A*(t,w)71(t,w)::?:: A*(t,w)'lT(t,w), V ( t, w) <t A 11 • 
In particular, 
A*(t, w)'lT::?:: A*(t, w)'lT(t, w), V ( t, w) <t A1T 
for every 'lT E K (taking 11 = 'lT). Now A= u1TEKnQdA1T has zero product 
measure and 8(x) = sup1T E K n Qd(- x* 'lT ); therefore, 
8(A(t,w)) ~ -A*(t,w)'lT(t,w), V(t,w) <tA. 
The opposite inequality is trivially true, since '17 takes values in K; this 
establishes (8.22). It is not hard to see that f!IIA(s)ll 2 ds < oo holds almost 
surely. Then Jl8(A(s)) ds < oo a.s. follows from this, (8.22) and the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. D 
A.5 REMARK. Let us denote by .L" the class of {.9";}-progressively measur-
able processes v( · ) with 
l T 2 llv(s)ll ds < 00 , 
0 
jT8(v(s)) ds < oo a.s. 
0 
All processes 'Yv( · ), Zv( ·)and Hv( ·)are well defined for every v E .L", as are the 
functions ,q;,( ·) and j( ·; v) = E[ f!U1(t; · Hv(t)) dt + U2( • Hv(T))]. 
PROOF OF (A.7) AND (A.8). From (All) and the definitions (A.9) and (A.lO) 
we obtain 
X(t)U{(t, c(t)) = M(t) - A(t) 
' 
(A.30) 
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as well as 
d( X(t)U{(t, c(t))) 
= dM(t) - dA(t) 
(A.31~ = t/l*(t) dW(t) - U{(t, c(t))c(t) dt 
= X(t)U{(t, c(t))[ -{i(t) dt 
+{u*(t)'IT(t)- fJ(t)- u- 1(t)A{t)}* dW(t)]. 
On the other hand, we may rewrite (A.13) as 
'YA(t)X(t) = xexp[- fot( -{i(s) + B(A{s)) + ~llu*(s)7T(s)ln ds 
+ fot7T*(s)u(s) dW0(s) ], 
whence 
d( 1 A ) = 1 A [(P{t) + B(A{t)) +llu*(t)7T(t)ll 2)dt 
'YA(t)X(t) 'YA(t)X(t) 
(A.32) 
-'IT*( t)u( t) dW0 ( t)]. 
From the product rule and (A.31), (A.32) we deduce 
d 1 ' = 1 ' [e(t) + u- 1(t)A{t)]* dW(t), ( U'(t c(t))) U'(t c(t)) (A.33) 'YA(t) 'YA(t) 
whence U{(t,c(t)) =y*HA(t),y* ~ U{(O,c(O)). 
This yields, in conjunction with (A.10) and (A.30), 
(A.34) 
(A.30') HA(t)X(t) = E[~T HA(s)c(s) ds + HA(T)X(T)'s<; ]. 0.:5: t .:5: T. 
Evaluated at t = 0, this last expression yields, in conjunction with (A.33) and 
(A.34), 
x = E[foT HA( s )11( s, y* HA( s)) ds + HA(T)I2(y"* HA(T))] = ~(y*). 
:F,rom this and Remark 8.5, we conclude 
"(A.35) ~(y) < oo, V y E (0, oo) and y* = ~(x), 
where ~ = ~- 1. Consequently, the expressions (A.33) and (A.34) become 
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c(t) =lit, ~(x)HA(t)) = cA(t) [i.e., (A.8)] and X(T) = /2(~(x)HA(T)) = gA, 
respectively, and thus (A.30') becomes (A. 7). 0 
PROOF OF A E &!'. In Proposition A.4 we showed that the process A(·) of 
(A.20) belongs to the class ../(Remark A.5) and satisfies the requirements of 
condition (B). Just as in Section 10, the same arguments that led to the 
implications (B) ==:. (E) ==:. (D) in the proof of Theorem 10.1, show here again 
that 
V v E..£', where y* = ~(x). 
We wish to prove A E &! [because this then implies A E &!', in conjunction 
with (A.35), and we are done]. Clearly, in light of condition (12.2), it suffices to 
show 
(A.36) j(y;v) = oo, \;/ V E ../'-.. fiJ, y E ( 0, oo) . 
For this, consider first v E..£' with [vll2 = EJ[IIv(t)ll 2 dt = oo, define Tn £ 
T 1\ inf{t E [0, T]; /JIIv(s)ll 2 ds 2:': n} for n EN and notice that limn _. 00 i Tn = T 
a.s. Recall that we have again Yv(t) ~eM, 0 ~ t ~ T, in the notation of(12.13). 
This, the fact that 0 2( ·) is decreasing, the convexity of 0 2( ·) and 0 2(e "), 
Jensen's inequality, and the supermartigale property of Zv( · ), imply for any 
n EN, 
E02(YHv(T)) = E[ E{ 02(YYv(T)Zv(T) )i.9;J] 
2:': E[ E{02(yeMZv(T))j.9,:J] 2:': E02(yeME{Zv(T)i.9;J) 
2:': E02(yeMZv( Tn)) 
2:': 0 2(yexp{M- E fne:(s) dW(s)- ~E fnll8v(s)ll 2 ds}) 
= 0 2(yexp{M- ~Efnlle(s) +u- 1(s)v(s)ll2ds}), 
and E02(yHv(T)) = oo follows by letting n i oo. Second, take v E..£' with 
Eftllv(s)ll 2 ds < oo but Efto(v(s)) ds = oo. For such v, Remark 13.3 shows 
E02(yHJT)) = 00, 0 
APPENDIXB 
Consumption; investment with a higher interest rate for borrow-
ing. We have considered so far a model in which one is allowed to borrow 
money and at an interest rate R equal to the bond rate r. The purpose of this 
section is to show that the convex duality approach of the present paper 
permits a complete treatment of the consumption/investment problem of 
Definition 6.1 (without portfolio constraints) in the general case R 2:': r. More 
specifically, we shall assume that the process R( ·)is progressively measurable 
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with respect to {.9';} and satisfies 
(B.1) 
(B.2) 
R(t,w) ~ r(t,w) fora.e. (t,w), 
EjT(R(t) -r(t)) 2 dt<oo. 
0 
In this market .L*, the wealth process X = xx, 1T, c corresponding to a given 
portfolio/consumption pair (7T, c) and initial capital X(O) = x satisfies the 
analogue 
dX( t) = i~l 7Ti( t) X(t) ( b;( t) dt + j~l uij( t) dl-lj( t)) - c( t) dt 
+ ( 1 - J. ,.,( t) r X( t)r( t) dt - ( 1 - J. ,.,( t) r X(t)R( t) dt 
(B.3) = [r(t)X(t) - c(t)] dt 
+X( t) [ tr*( t )u( t) dW0( t) 
- ( R(t) - r(t)+ - J/,( t) r dt l 
of (3.1), and the stochastic control problem is that of Definition 6.1. 
B.1 REMARK. Condition (B.1) implies that it is not optimal to borrow 
money and to invest money in the bond at the same time. Therefore, we 
restrict ourselves to policies for which the relative amount borrowed at time t 
is equal to (1- Ef= 17T;(t))-. 
Consider now the bounded subset 
{B.4) fg£ {v E $; -(R- r):::;; v1 = · · · = vd:::;; 0, /® P-a.e.} 
of the Hilbert space $ (Section 8), set 
(B.5) S(v(t)) £ -v1{t) for every v E fg, 0:::;; t:::;; T, 
and notice that 0 :::;; EJfS(v(t)) dt:::;; Eff(R(t)- r(t)) dt < oo, v E fg, in accor-
dance with (8.1). With these conventions, the auxiliary market .Lv, v E fg, of 
(8.3) and (8.4) consists of exactly the same stocks {since S(v(t)) + v;(t) = 0, 
i = 1, ... , d] and of just one interest rate for both borrowing and lending, 
namely, 
;I 
tB.6) rv(t) = r(t)- v 1{t), 0:::;; t:::;; T. 
Notice that r:::;; rv :::;; R. Just as before, one looks for a process A E fg, for 
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which the solution to the consumption/investment problem in ~A (uncon-
strained, single interest rate rA) induces a solution to the corresponding 
problem in ~* (unconstrained, interest rate R ;;:::: r for borrowing). 
With these new interpretations, all the results proved in Sections 9-13 go 
through with only the obvious changes. For instance, (8.21) and (8.22) are 
replaced by 
(B.7) 'I'A,7TA(t, w) = 0 for/® P-a.e. (t, w), 
where, for any portfolio 1r and any v E ~. 'l'v,1T is the nonnegative process 
'l'v,1T(t) £ [R(t)- r(t) + v1(t)] ( 1- i~1 1T';(t))-
- v,(t) ( 1 - '~' ,.,( t) r, 0 ,;; t ,;; T; (B.8) 
the same holds for (10.3). Similarly, 8(v(t)) + 'TT'*(t)v(t) has to be replaced by 
'l'v, 1T(t) in (9.3), (9. 7), (9.8), (12.5), (12.6) and so forth. In the proof of Theorem 
9.1, we take v(t) £ v 1(t)l, where 
v 1(t) £ - [R(t)- r(t)]10::f~t7T;(t)>l}• 
and arrive at the analogue of (9.14): 
. x(A) - x(A<;,>n) 0 .::;; hm sup ___ ____:.____.:__...:.... 
e 
.::;; E {nHA(t)X(t)[ 1r*(t)(v(t)- A(t))- (vt(t)- A1(t))) dt 
0 
= -E fo7 nHA(t)X(t)[v1(t) - Al(t)] ( 1- i~l'TT';(t)) dt 
V n EN. 
From this one obtains 'I'A,7T = 0, /® P-a.e., which is the analogue of (9.8). 
In particular, under the conditions of Theorem 13.1, there exists an optimal 
process AyE ~ for the dual problem of (12.1) and, for any given x E (0, oo), 
there exists an optimal portfolio/consumption process pair Ur, c) for the 
original control problem in ~*. 
B.2 EXAMPLE. General coefficients, logarithmic utilities. In the special 
case U1(t, x) = U2(x) = log x, (t, x) E [0, T] X (0, oo), we see from (11.3) that 
A(t) = Alt)l, where 
A1(t) = arg min ( -2x + llo(t) + u- 1(t)lxlll 
r(t)-R(t):s;x:s;O 
With A(t) £ tr[(u- 1(t))*(u- 1(t))] and B(t) £ O*(t)u- 1(t)l, this minimization 
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is achieved as follows: 
[ 
1- B(t) 
(B.9) A1{t) = A(t) ' 
0, 
r(t) - R(t), 
ifO < B(t)- 1 < A(t)(R(t)- r(t)), 
if B(t)::::; 1, 
if B(t)- 1 ~ A(t)(R(t)- r(t)). 
From (11.5), the optimal portfolio is then computed as 
(B.10) 7T(t) = 
1 [ ( B(t) - 1) l (u(t)u*(t))- b(t)- r(t) + A(t) 1, 
ifO < B(t)- 1::::; A(t)(R(t)- r(t)), 
(u(t)u*(t))- 1[b(t)- r(t)1], if B(t)::::; 1, 
(u(t)u*(t))- 1[b(t)- R(t)1], 
if B(t)- 1 ~ A(t)(R(t)- r(t)). 
With obvious minor modifications, the results of Section 15 carry over to 
this case as well; in particular, so do the feedback formulae (15.9) and (15.10) 
under the conditions of Theorem 15.3. 
B.3 EXAMPLE. Deterministic coefficients, HARA Utilities. In the case 
U1(t, x) = Uix) = xa ja, (t, x) E [0, T] X (0, oo) for some a E (0, 1), we get 
A(t) = Ait)1 from (15.7) as 
A1(t) = arg min [ -2(1- a)x +IIO(t) + u- 1(t)1xll 2] 
r(t)- R(t) ,;;x s; 0 
(B.ll) = A(t) , ifO < B(t) - 1 +a< A(t)( R(t) - r(t)), [
1-a-B(t) 
0, if B(t) ::::; 1- a, 
r ( t) - R ( t) , if B ( t) - 1 + a ~ A( t )( R ( t) - r ( t)) , 
in the notation of Example B.l. The optimal portfolio is given as 
( u(t)u*(t)) - 1 [ ( B(t) - 1 +a) l 
A(t) b(t)- r(t) + A(t) 1 , 
ifO < B(t)- 1 +a< A(t)(R(t) -.r(t)), 
(B.12) 7T(t) = (u(t)u*(t))- 1 [b(t)- r(t)1],' if B(t)::::; 1- a, 
1-a 
(u(t)u*(t))-1 [b(t) -R(t)1], 
1-a 
if B(t)- 1 +a ~A(t)(R(t)- r(t)). 
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B.4 REMARK. The problem of maximizing expected utility from consump-
tion, on an infinite horizon with discounting, was studied by Fleming and 
Zariphopoulou (1991) using analytical techniques for d = 1 and constant 
R > r, b1, u11• Explicit formulae were obtained in the case of aHARA utility 
function. 
B.5 REMARK. It is also possible to study the constrained portfolio optimiza-
tion problem of this paper in the presence of a higher interest rate for 
borrowing, using the "combined dual problem" of minimizing j(y; v, JL) over 
(v, JL) E g 1 X g 2 , where g 1 and g 2 are given by (8.1) and (B.4), respectively. 
Here j(y; v, JL) is defined as in (12.1) with H/t) replaced by 
Hv,p.(t) ~ exp[- J:{r(s) + B(v(s))- JL 1(s)}ds 
- J;e:j s) dW( s) - ~ J:llev,JL( s) 11 2 ds], 
Ovjt) ~ O(t) + u-\t)[v(t) + JL(t)]. 
We leave the details of this development to the diligence of the reader. 
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